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Editor’s Introduction

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to the first volume and second issue of YILDIZ
Social Science Review for which I have acted as Editor-in-Chief.

In this second issue of YSSR, there are six papers. The first author is Massimo Bagarani who
is the member of the University Guglielmo Marconi at the department of Public Policies and
Science of Administration. Bagarani’s paper is about the an application of multicriteria analysis
in supporting policy decisions. ELECTRE TRI method is applied for evaluating an Operational
Programme co-financed by EU in the structural policy framework 2000-2006. This paper was
presented in the first AICSS 2015 Conference at Istanbul. I would thank Mr. Bagarani for the
participation to the conference and contribution to our journal.

Second paper is written by Stefano Fantacone, Petya G. Garalova and Carlo Milani from
Centro Europa Ricerche Rome Italy. The paper is about the NAWRU estimated by the Eu-
ropean Commission appears to be distorted in the stages of economic downturn, leading to
pro-cyclical fiscal policies. This paper was presented in the first AICSS 2015 Conference at Is-
tanbul too. I would thank Mr. Milani for the participation to the conference and contribution
to our journal.

Third paper’s authors are Gözde Ünal and Ömer Faruk Tan, respectively, from Boğaziçi
University and MEF University, Istanbul Turkey. Their paper is about evaluate the performance
of A-type Turkish funds between January 2009 and November 2014. This study period coincides
with the period of quantitative easing during which developing economies in financial markets
have been influenced dramatically. This paper was presented in the first AICSS 2015 Conference
at Istanbul too.

Fourth paper is written by by Çiğdem Dikmen from Istanbul Bilim University. The paper
analyzes the learning organization and success criteria in hospitals.

The fifth paper is written by Dhananjay Tripathi from South Asian University, New Delhi, at
the department of International Relations. The paper presents a case that Asian regionalism is
possible provided India and China cooperate with each other and this process is also supported
by the ASEAN.

The last paper is written in Turkish by Ahmet Hakan Yüksel from Işık University at the
department of Management. This conceptual paper intends to diagnose the need to replace the
prolonged assumptions that reigned throughout the history of organizational studies by the ones
extracted from complexity thinking, which might serve as the kernel of the new organizational
and managerial studies in the future. I appreciate the six papers for the second issue of the
first volume of Yıldız Social Science Review.

All comments are welcome.

Prof. Dr. Murat Donduran
Editor-in-Chief

YILDIZ SOCIAL SCIENCE REVIEW (YSSR)
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Applying Multicriteria Analysis in On-Going
Evaluation of EU Structural Programmes∗

Massimo Bagarani†

University Guglielmo Marconi, Department of Public Policies and Science of Administration

Abstract

This contribute proposes an application of multicriteria analysis in supporting policy
decisions. ELECTRE TRI method is applied for evaluating an Operational Programme
co-financed by EU in the structural policy framework 2000-2006. This work has two ob-
jectives: i) to ensure that the use of multicriteria approach, through the ELECTRE TRI
method, could represent a useful methodological tool to evaluate, in a systematic way,
complex programmes, such as EU Structural Funds Program; ii) to demonstrate that the
application of this method to a regional programme, could help to achieve satisfactory
results in terms of improving the decision making process. To this end, the analysis will
test if and to what extent a classificatory not hierarchical multicriteria method, could be
useful in supporting policy makers during the implementation of EU programme. The
contribute synthetically describes the general characteristic of the method and then fo-
cuses on the criteria utilised to evaluate the programme, within the context of an in itinere
evaluation. The application of ELECTRE TRI method will allow the evaluator to cluster
the program’s actions in two scenarios and three different risk level classes in each scenario.

Keywords: Criteria for decision making, Planning policy, Regional policy

1 Introduction

In general, evaluation aims to achieve an appropriate level of information and knowledge so that
the policy makers can adopt decisions regarding single projects or families of projects proposed
in specific programmes (Owen, 2006) in a more appropriate way. The type of information and
the level of detail vary depending on: i) the type of evaluation (ex-ante, in itinere or ex-post);
ii) the characteristic of the investments; iii) the number and dimension of the projects included
in the programmes; iv) the technical structure of the programmes.

The information, gathered and elaborated by the evaluation process and offered to the
stakeholders of the programme (or project), highlights what in the programme (or the project)

∗This paper has been financed by the public fund PRIN - Project of Relevant National Interest ”Cost of lack
of prevention in Italy. A research project aimed at the safe of the population and the proper distribution of public
resources”, national coordinator prof. Alberto Prestininzi, project unit of University of Molise, Campobasso,
local coordinator prof. Claudio Lupi.
†E-mail: massimo.bagarani@esaricerche.it, Via Plinio 44, 00193 Rome, ITALY. +393204309108



2 EU Structural Programmes

works and what does not work as expected ((Berk and Rossi, 1999);(Chen, 2004); (Chen,
2005)), in terms of programme’s performance but also of priorities achieved (Rossi, Freeman,
and Lipsey, 1999). Based on the results, the stakeholders can adopt the appropriate choices for
solving problems, overcoming bottlenecks and managing a better designed programme ((Weiss,
1972); (Cronbach, 1982)).

Chen in his works proposes a distinction between ”change” model and ”action” model ar-
guing about the theoretical basis of programme evaluation (Chen, 1990). Starting from this
theoretical framework, in this work we will utilize a specific multicriteria evaluation technique,
the ELECTRE TRI ((Roy and Bouyssou, 1993); (Roy and Mousseau, 1996)). Our main scope
is to demonstrate that this approach could represent an innovative and effective tool in pro-
cessing the in itinere evaluation of programmes during the implementation phase, through the
identification of Measures which present several difficulties in their implementation. It could
therefore represent a valuable tool for decision support for the stakeholders of the programs.

In this work, the model TRI was applied to the Regional Operational Program (ROP),
operated by a southern Italian Region (the test Region) during the period 2000-2006, within
the mid-term evaluation framework. In the application, we collected all information, results
and considerations emerged during the evaluation through interviews, meetings, and analyses
performed by the evaluator in respect of key stakeholders and beneficiaries of the implementa-
tion.

The work is structured as follows: the typical structure of a Communitarian operational
program is described in section 2 and a brief discussion of the role played by this type of
intervention in the policy choices of the structural development of EU and Member States
is provided; section 3 is devoted to presenting the ELECTRE TRI method adopted for the
evaluation of the selected program; in section 4 we proceed to an application of the method to
the case study represented by the operational program of the test Region; in Section 5 some
concluding remarks are provided about the systematic application of the proposed method.

2 Structure and Logic of the Regional Operational Pro-

grams (ROP)

From a historical point of view, the political approach utilizing ROP started with the first
cycle of Communitarian planning, in the period 1989-1993, inheriting the experience gained in
previous years with the Integrated Mediterranean Projects (IMPs). The choice of the former
European Economic Community (EEC) was twofold: i) to intervene with economic policy
actions to address the problem of structural differences between areas of the member countries,
ii) to assure that the Regions, and no more the States, are the centre of the Communitarian
action in terms of territorial jurisdictions.

This choice implicitly rejects the neoclassical hypothesis of ”natural” convergence of the
economic systems, while assuming that public spending has a decisive role in overcoming the
structural imbalances. Through the preparation and implementation of structural programs at
regional level, public spending has the main purpose to achieve the priorities of the macroe-
conomic structural development: the economic and social convergence, and the preservation
and the improvement of the environment ((European Economic Community, 1987); (European
Union, 1992); (Monti, 1996); (The European Commission, 2004)). In the cohesion policy, Re-
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gions have the responsibility to implement and govern ”from below” a public system structured
on several levels of jurisdiction, the so-called multi-level governance, ((Scharpf, 1994); (Marks,
Hooghe, and Blank, 1996); (Mayntz, 1999); (Liesbet and Marks, 2001); (Boccia and et al,
2003)). In this context, the operational program represents the most important planning tool,
and it is the actual way to operate with the public expenditure in the regional territories.

Figure (1) shows the general structure of a Communitarian program divided into Axes,
Measures and individual projects within the Measures. The arrows identify logical causal con-
nections among projects, Measures, Axes and Program. In summary, the set of projects within
a Measure contributes to the achievement of the objectives of the Measure. The realization of
a set of Measures allows the Program to achieve the priorities at Axis level and eventually the
realization of the Axes allows the Region to obtain the priorities of the Program.

Figure 1: Scheme of the Structure of a Communitarian Program

Because of the interdependence between each level of the hierarchy, some projects or Mea-
sures will contribute to meet both the specific objectives of the Measure or the Axis of belonging
and the objectives of other Measures or Axes (functional relationships represented by the dashed
lines in Figure (1)).

During the 2000-2006 programming period, the Measure represented the ”atomistic” unit in
the ”program cycle” (again, within 2014-2020 programming period, the Measure plays the same
role). This implies that all government actions (monitoring, evaluation and reprogramming)
were carried out primarily on the basis of the results obtained by the Measures during the
program execution. Moreover, the definition of Measure provided by the Council Regulation
1260/99 in article 9 (j) stated that it was the means by which a priority is implemented over
several years which enable operations to be financed.

In general, the Measure plays a key role in controlling the program’s performance in different
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evaluation phases: before (ex-ante), on-going (in itinere) or mid-term, and after (ex-post).
In particular, evaluators have a deep interest in the expected or actually achieved results

from projects during the ex-ante and ex-post evaluation phases; on the other hand, the Measures
become more interesting during the in itinere evaluation, precisely because they represent the
centre of administration and program management. It is always possible to realize at least two
types of analysis, in an interim evaluation at level of Measure: i) an evaluation of the effects
generated by the complete realization of one or more Measures (Brancati and P., 2003); ii)
an evaluation of the program implementation under a technical, political and administrative
point of view. In the first case, the evaluation will produce an estimate of the expected effects,
either for individual projects, or for Measures, or for the entire Program. In the second case,
the analysis is performed on the entire set of Measures, assessing their performance, based on
physical, financial, economic, and procedural indicators.

In the latter case, it is therefore possible to verify the applicability of a methodological
approach that, starting from an accurate assessment of the critical issues related to the progress
of the Measures, allows the management bodies of the program to improve their decisions.

3 The ELECTRE TRI Method

ELECTRE is a multi-criteria method based on outranking relations used to select, sort, or
classify a set of alternatives with respect to multiple criteria. In particular, the version of
ELECTRE TRI allows a classification of alternatives with respect to some equivalence classes
predefined by the user.

From a formal point of view, in the multi-criteria methods, a set of alternatives, or shares, A
of variable size (coinciding with the number of Measures of a Regional Operational Programme,
in the present case), can be analysed using a multi-criteria decision aid tool. With reference to
the literature ((Roy and Bouyssou, 1993), (Roy and Mousseau, 1996); (Mousseau and Slowinski,
1998); (Lourenço and Costa, 2004)), we have three different ways to analyse the actions (in this
case Measures): selection, classification and sorting.

In the case of selection, a sub-set A1 ⊂ A of accepted actions and a sub-set A − A1 of
rejected actions are defined, minimizing the number of elements contained in A1. In the case
of classification, the elements of A are assigned to a predefined set of categories based on the
value of each alternative a, without any pairwise comparison with other alternatives contained
in set A. Finally, in the case of sorting, a system of preferences on the set of alternatives that
belong to A is defined.

Given the political and economic characteristics of the elements analysed in this paper (the
Measures of a ROP), it appeared advisable to choose the method of classification, excluding both
the hypothesis of rejection, hardly acceptable in the context of the program implementation,
and the hypothesis of sorting, which would limit too much the choices of the policymakers.

ELECTRE TRI is a well-established method of classification characterized by allocation of
alternatives to predefined categories1. The assignment to a given category occurs through the
identification of a number m of non-default criteria gj, with j ∈ F being F = {1, 2, ...,m}
the set of indices of g, and the comparison with a number p of profiles bh, with h ∈ B being
B = {1, 2, ..., p} the set of indices of b. The definition of the p profiles generates a set of p + 1

1In this work the method has been entirely reconstructed within an Excel spreadsheet and subsequently
applied to the Measures of the Operational Programme of the test Region.
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categories such that bh constitutes the upper limit of category Ch and simultaneously the lower
limit of category Ch+1. Schematically, this approach is represented in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Representation of the Distribution of Criteria, Profiles and Categorization in the
Case dell’ELECTRE TRI Source: representation derived from Mousseau, Slowinski, 1998.

If we indicate with gj(a) the value assumed by the actions in the j−th criterion and with
gj(bh) the corresponding value assumed by the h−th profile, then the relationship of preferences
O (outranking) will be such that aObh when the assertion that ”a is at least as preferable as
bh” or, in other words, that gj(a) ≥ gj(bh), is verified2

The classification method also considers the introduction of inter-criteria parameters con-
sisting in: indifference thresholds qj, preference thresholds pj, veto threshold vj, and the weights
wj.

Therefore, this leads to construct a relation O of preferences articulated in at least three
preferential orders: indifference (I), weak preference (Q), strong preference (P ), in general
assuming that I ≺ Q ≺ P . In the present case:

if aIbh then gj(bh)− qj(bh) < gj(a) ≤ gj(bh) + qj(bh)

if aQbh then gj(bh)− pj(bh) < gj(a) ≤ gj(bh) + qj(bh)

if aPbh then gj(bh) + pj(bh) ≤ gj(a)

A residual fourth category (R) ”corresponds to the absence of clear and positive reasons that

2Without any loss of generality, we can assume to be in the presence of increasing preferences with increasing
values of the criteria. Hypotheses of decreasing preferences with increasing values of the criterion will also be
used in the subsequent analyses.
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may justify any of the three previous reports” (Roy and Mousseau, 1996) and, consequently,
represents a condition of lack of comparability.

Based on these four preferential relations, the following sets of variables, of indices and of
procedures were built:

i) partial indices of concordance cj(a, bh) and cj(bh, a);

ii) partial indices of discordance dj(a, bh) and dj(bh, a);

iii) general index of concordance c(a, bh) and c(bh, a);

iv) fuzzy variable on the degree of credibility of the preference relation σ(a, bh);

v) derived variable of binary relations of preference (crisp relation or ”outranking” relation-
ship);

vi) procedures for allocation in pessimistic and optimistic hypothesis.

The application of the method requires particular attention, especially for what concerns
the development of the phases relating to:

• definition of the criteria gj;

• definition of the profiles bh;

• definition of the values assigned to the weights wj.

The definition of the criteria should comply with the principles underlying the valuation
processes as well as briefly described in the introduction. In particular, in this case, the choice
should be made in consultation with stakeholders, based on the proposal put forward by the
evaluator, taking into account the characteristics of the implementation process and the findings
of several investigations to officials responsible for the implementation of the Measures.

Likewise, the definition of the profiles should also take into account the priorities of the de-
cision maker (DM) when assigning values to the criteria gj for each profile. In this regard, the
assessment involves the use of optimization techniques that, starting from what is expressed by
the DM, define the optimal values of gj(bh) and the thresholds of indifference and preference,
in order to minimize the differences between the values assigned by the ELECTRE and the
assignment made by the DM ((Mousseau and Slowinski, 1998), but also (Rogers and Bruen,
1998); (Dias and Cĺımaco, 2000)). In this work, the assignment was made by the evaluator,
which assumed the role of DM, in the light of the available information. Although the opti-
mization method has not been applied, the differential variables (slack variables) of Mousseau
and Slowinski, however, have been calculated.

Finally, this paper adopts the hypothesis of absence of differences in the related importance
of criteria (the weights), assuming wj = 1 for all criteria ((Roy and Mousseau, 1996); (Figueira
and Roy, 2002)).
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4 Application to a 2000-2006 Regional Operational Pro-

gram (ROP)

The 2000-2006 Community Support Framework (CSF) for Italy, following the provisions of
the Community regulations, in particular the 1260/99, provided for the formulation of ROPs,
based on the scheme proposed earlier in figure 1 ((Ministero del Tesoro, 1999); (Ministero del
Tesoro, 2000); (Unione Europea, 2000)), by the Objective 1 Regions and by Regions under the
transitional support. The CSF provided an articulation of programs in six axes: 1. Natural
Resources; 2. Cultural resources; 3. Human resources; 4. Local development systems; 5.
Cities; 6. Networks and nodes. The definition of Measures, actions and projects is Region’s
competence.

The test Region chose to develop its own Program in just five Axes, giving up the Axis City,
and in 43 Measures.

During the implementation, the Program has been characterized by an evaluation activity,
carried out by an independent evaluator, and by technical assistance to support the choices of
the Managing Authority (MA).

In the first phase of implementation, the attention of these three players, evaluators, tech-
nical assistance and MA, was mainly directed to identify the existence of any difficulties in
realization within the 43 Measures, with particular reference to bureaucratic constraints and
administrative delays, or inefficiencies, due to the complexity of the management of the Pro-
gram.

This evaluation activity was carried out through a set of actions:

a) direct inquiries at the offices of the heads of individual Measures;

b) repeated meetings with the officials in charge of the Measures;

c) submission of questionnaires to representative subjects of economic and social partnership;

d) submission of questionnaires to the beneficiary of actions envisaged in the Program;

e) systematic verification of the results obtained between the three actors: evaluators, tech-
nical assistance and MA.

4.1 The Individuation of the Criteria gj

Based on the findings of the above activities, the study focused on four indicators of implemen-
tation (four criteria, so that m = 4):

1. Number of Managers of the Measures (MM);

2. Number of regional officials assigned to support the MM;

3. Percentage of payments compared to the total of the appropriations;

4. Numbers of changes in the position of MM occurred during the time laps.
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Number of Managers for each Measure (MM) - Criterion 1
The indicator varies from a minimum of zero (absence of MM) to a maximum of 1. The case
with a value equal to unity is the most frequent with 31 cases out of 43. The second value
in terms of frequency is 0.11 which is present in 9 Measures. The value of 0.5 is present in
only 2 Measures and zero in 1 Measure. The value of 0.11 is determined by the fact that the
same manager was responsible for nine Measures of Axis 3 ”Human Resources”, as well as, in
the case of 0.5, the same manager was responsible at the same time for two Measures, always
included in Axis 3 ”Human Resources”. The absence of MM (zero value) is relative to only
Measure 4.15 ”Natural disasters” not yet activated at the time of mid-term evaluation.

In order to achieve maximum administrative efficiency and the maximum social and eco-
nomic impact, the decision maker should aim at minimizing the number of cases in which an
MM is only partially involved in the implementation of the Measure. In other words, an efficient
management should appoint one responsible manager for each Measure in order to ensure the
best possible partnership in each action. A direct relationship between program efficiency and
number of MMs is expected.

Number of officials assigned to support the MM - Criterion 2
The structural complexity of the Communitarian programs requires an administrative organi-
zation where officials able to help to implement the program in the faster and the more efficient
way support the MMs. In many cases, in the course of investigations, MMs complained about
the shortage or lack of this support and the consequent inability to fully discharge by the
necessary speed, the obligations imposed by Community rules. Also, the existence of a direct
relationship between this indicator and the utility function of the decision maker is assumed,
while stressing the existence of at least two caveats:

i) the number of officials in support of a Measure will also depend on the importance that
the DM assigns to the Measure in the broader context of programming and the economic
and social development of the Region;

ii) the growing of the number of officials support do not necessarily lead to an improvement
in the efficiency and effectiveness of the management of the Measure, rather an excessive
number of units, could drive to diseconomies in the implementation of the Measure.

Regarding the first point, it is difficult to imagine an explicit DM statement on the impor-
tance of each Measure in terms of development policy for the Region. Actually, an indirect
indication could be inferred from the financial values associated to each Measure in the pro-
gram, even if the indication could be partially distorted by the decision of policy makers to
simultaneously activate other policies financed by funds from other sources. A simple analysis
of the correlation between the two variables (number of officials and financial dimension), for
the 43 available cases, shows the substantial absence of a positive relationship.

Regarding the second point, the analyst should verify the optimal number of officials to
engage in the realization of the Measures, without any prejudice on the relationship between
the number of officials and speed and quality of the execution of the program.

Percentage of payments compared to the total of the amounts available - Cri-
terion 3
This is an indicator usually adopted in the analysis of public expenditure and allows a mea-
surement of the financial progress of each Measure. Also in this case, several factors may affect
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the value of the share: i) a greater procedural simplicity; ii) the existence of specific structural
characteristics that may affect the flow of spending; iii) a greater efficiency in management
practices; iv) a more effective demand response; v) a better interpretation of the actual needs
of the area; vi) a more adequate preparation of the communication and dissemination activities.

Therefore, conditions of greater preference are reasonably associated with higher values of
the ratio payments/programmed by the program managers, as in the two previous cases.

The distribution of the indicator is bimodal where the first modal class equals to zero (no
payments), which, in economic terms, means the failure to initiate Measures that fall into that
class. This is not justified by procedural or market-related reasons, given that, in the tested
Region, the Program started four years before.

Actually, the average financial Program does not seem to have been proceeded at very high
speed, at the date of December 2003, but this is a quite common condition in multiannual
Community programs rather articulated in the destinations of expenditure and rather complex
in procedural execution. On the other hand, a too low level of budget execution should gen-
erate an alarm in management, given the limited time frame to complete the payment of the
programmed amounts.

Numbers of changes in the position of MM - Criterion 4
This indicator indicates the number of changes of managers occurred, in each Measure, during
the Program until the expiration date of the reprogramming (31 December 2003). Decreasing
preferences are assumed in this case.

The succession of managers inevitably generates delays, although in some cases it may be
essential and also efficient. However, when the shifts become too frequent, the implementation
of the Measure is seriously affected both in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. In fact, the new
responsible manager, not only tends to partially modify some administrative aspects related
to the implementation of the planned operations, but also needs to restart the contacts with
the partnership and with beneficiaries and to solve the structural problems that limited the
implementation of the Measure, that were, most likely, behind the changes themselves. The
indicator varies from a minimum of zero to a maximum of five changes; this is a very high
value considering that the actual implementation period covers a time span of just three years.
Only five Measures showed no change in the management during the three years of effective
implementation, while 15 Measures experienced one change and 29 one or two changes. A
rather large group of 9 Measures showed 5 changes.

The correlation matrix (see Table 1) shows the absence of redundancy among the four
indicators, with the exception of the high correlation value between ”Number of Managers for
Measure (MM)” (Criterion 1) and ”Number of officials assigned to support the MM” (Criterion
2).

Table 1: Correlation matrix of the indicators chosen as criteria

Criterion 1 Criterion 2 Criterion 3 Criterion 4

Criterion 1 1
Criterion 2 0.5354 1
Criterion 3 0.1019 0.2276 1
Criterion 4 -0.7981 -0.4433 -0.1169 1
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4.2 Profiles Identification by Criteria - Thresholds of Indifference,
Preference, Veto and Weights

The applied method defines two profiles (b1,2) for the set of four criteria. The decision to adopt
only two profiles was suggested both by the low variability of the indicators used as criteria, and
by the objective analytical and interpretive difficulty, related to the choice of a higher number
of profiles. The choice of two profiles (h = 1, 2) automatically leads to the identification of
three categories (we define Ch+1 the third and last category). The three categories represent
the following conditions of aggregation:
Category C1: Measures with high risk
Category C2: Measures with intermediate risk
Category C3: Measures with low risk

The profiles defined on the criteria gj(b1,2) have been associated with the thresholds of
strict preference pj(b1,2), indifference qj(b1,2), veto vj(b1,2) and the weights wj. The conditions
imposed on the system are as follows3:

gj(bh+1) ≥ gj(bh) + pj(bh+1) + pj(bh),∀j ∈ F, ∀h ∈ B categories consistency (1)

pj(bh) ≥ qj(bh),∀j ∈ F, ∀h ∈ B thresholds consistency (2)

qj(bh) ≥ 0, pj(bh) > 0, ∀j ∈ F, ∀h ∈ B constraints of non-negativity (3)

vj(bh) = 0,∀j ∈ F, ∀h ∈ B absence of veto thresholds (4)

wj = 1,∀j ∈ F, weights invariance (5)

λ ∈ [0.5, 1] variation range of λ (6)

From equation (1) to (3) it follows: gj(bh+1) > gj(bh),
Given the difficulty of establishing shared values of veto, a condition of absence of veto

thresholds has been imposed4 . Similarly, a condition of absence of differentiation based on the
weights was imposed, introducing a weight equal to one for all criteria5.

The two profiles gj(bh), as well as the relative thresholds, have been defined taking into
account: i) the results of the analysis on the statistical distributions of the variables used as
criteria; ii) the considerations expressed by the intermediate evaluator and by the technical
experts supporting the MA; iii) what emerged during the preparation of this work.

In Table (2), the values assigned to the profiles and the thresholds according to the con-
straints listed above are reported. The value of the threshold λ was fixed in 0.8.

The overall pattern of the two profiles is shown in graphical form (see Figure 3), with the
caveat that the graphic representation of the criterion with decreasing preference has been made
possible by changing sign to the values.

The distribution of the values for each alternative (Measure) in the criteria, within the
scheme of profiles and thresholds, allows us to assign the Measures to the categories, based on

3The policy makers state all the conditions in the case of increasing preference. The case of decreasing
preference, which is only found for the indicator ”number of changes of RM”, comes with the appropriate
adjustments.

4The hypothesis of absence of the veto thresholds, with wj = 0, ∀j ∈ F , determines that the index of
discordance dj(a, bh) can assume only the two extreme values: dj(a, bh) = 1, or dj(a, bh) = 0.

5This hypothesis implies that the global concordance index is calculated as the simple average of the indices
of partial correlation.
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Table 2: Profiles, thresholds of indifference, preference, veto and weights per criterion

MM Support Pay/Appr. Changes

Profile 1
gJ(b1) 0.6 0.95 8 3
qJ(b1) 0 0.3 2 0.5
pJ(b1) 0.2 0,45 4 0,5
vJ 0 0 0 0
wJ 1 1 1 1
gJ(b1) + pJ(b1) + pJ(b2) 0.9 2.4 20 1.5
Profile 2
gJ(b2) 1 2.5 30 1
qJ(b2) 0 0.5 4 0.5
pJ(b2) 0.1 1 8 1
vJ 0 0 0 0
wJ 1 1 1 1

Categories consistency YES YES YES YES
Thresholds consistency YES YES YES YES
Value of λ 0.8

the values of the indices of concordance (partial and total) and discordance, into two different
scenarios: pessimistic (π) and optimistic (ω).

Figure 3: Graphical Representation of the Profiles and Intervals of Indifference and Preference
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Once assigned the values of pj(bh) and qj(bh), the threshold λ affects the process of assigning
the categories, given that σ(a, bh) ≥ λ⇒ aObh

6.
The three binary relations of preference (� or ≺), indifference (I) and non-comparability

(R) are defined as follows:

• aIbh ⇔ aObh and bhOa

• a � bh ⇔ aObh but not bhOa

• a ≺ bh ⇔ not aObh but bhOa

• aRbh ⇔ not aObh not bhOa (not comparability)

It should be noted that the less favourable outcome i.e the non-comparability in both profiles
is present only in three out of 43 Measures. The non-comparability in both profiles (case of
double R) is a condition that makes the assignment to the categories in the two proposed
solutions (pessimistic and optimistic) unreliable.

Overall, 21 category changes in the transition, from pessimistic scenario to the optimistic
scenario, are identified, thus leaving unchanged the position of 22 Measures, slightly more than
50% of the program. As already noted above, the assignment to categories in both scenarios
is strictly dependent on the value imposed to the threshold λ. For this reason, a sensitivity
analysis was carried out aimed to evaluate the effect of a variation of λ on the distribution of
the Measures between the classes.

In particular, it was noted that - for values of 0.5 ≤ λ < 0.8 - only one Measure changes
category and only in the case of pessimistic procedure (with transition from C3 to C2). For
values of λ > 0.8, in a sufficiently small threshold around 0.8 (for example, by introducing an
increase of 0.01, then with λ = 0.81), there is a shift of four Measures, three from C3 to C2 in
pessimistic scenario and one from C2 to C3 in optimistic hypothesis. The observed movements
are therefore quite limited and affect only marginally the results of the analysis. Moreover the
group of Measures assigned to the category C1 (the worst category) remains constant. This
category is representative of a high-risk conditions so it is also the most interesting for the
choices of DMs.

5 The Results of the Analysis

Table (3) shows the distribution of the Measures in the three classes of risk associated with
the two scenarios, ”pessimistic” and ”optimistic”. The analysis of the results shows a positive
assessment of the program as a whole, the overall picture is obtained for the two scenarios in
Table (3).

In the pessimistic hypothesis, though the proportion of Measures in category C1 (high risk)
is greater than 50%, some Measures with financial dimensions below average are also included,
so that the percentage of the category, in terms of the total budget of the program, falls to
38%. On the contrary, the category C3 is composed by Measures with a financial value higher
than the average (12% in terms of number of Measures, 24% in terms of appropriations).

6In absence of the thresholds of veto, as in this case, the indicator of credibility has a direct relationship
with the threshold of indifference and inverse with the threshold of preference.
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Table 3: Distribution of Measures between classes of risk in the two procedures

Number of Measures % on total (43) % of appropriations

Pessimistic procedure π
C1π High risk 23 53.49% 38.01%
C2π Medium risk 15 34.88% 37.75%
C3π Low risk 5 11.63% 24.24%

Optimistic procedure ω
C1ω High risk 4 9.30% 6.16%
C2ω Medium risk 27 62.79% 56.08%
C3ω Low risk 12 27.91% 37.77%

In the optimistic hypothesis, Measures at high risk account for only 9% of the total and a
similar percentage is found in the calculation of the appropriations (about 6%). The share of
low-risk Measures grows, in comparison with the previous assumption, respectively to 28% and
38%.

Five Measures, which fall in the category C3 in both solutions and represent almost a quarter
(24%) of the total budget, can be judged as ”excellent”, while a high-risk condition is detectable
only in three Measures because they are present in category C1 in both solutions. These three
Measures represent only 6% of the total budget.

In order to obtain a rough representation of the implicit weights associated to each criterion,
a simple regression model was implemented. As stated above, the multicriteria model has been
set up without any explicit determination of weights (i.e. wj = 1,∀j ∈ F ) and this choice
permits to estimate the ”natural” relevance (the implicit weight) that the criteria have in the
explanation of the final classification within the set of alternatives.

The first step in this analysis consisted in assigning a score to the three categories (C1, C2

and C3) in the two alternative scenarios: pessimistic (π) and optimistic (ω). Considering that
∗gamma ∈ B being B = {1, 2}, where γ = 1 corresponds to the pessimistic scenario and γ = 2
to the optimistic one, then7:

if σ(a, bh) ≥ λ then C1γ = 3, 3 (7)

if σ(a, b1) ≥ λ and σ(a, b1) < λ and σ(b2, a) < λ then C21 = 2, C22 = 3 (8)

if σ(a, b1) ≥ λ and σ(b2, a) ≤ λ then C2γ = 2, 2 (9)

if σ(a, b1) < λ and σ(b1, a) < λ and σ(b2, a) ≤ λ then C21 = 1, C22 = 2 (10)

if σ(bh, a) ≥ λ then C3γ = 1, 1 (11)

if σ(a, b1) < λ and σ(bh, a) < λ non comparability (12)

In the second step a new ordinal variable, named E, was defined, associating the score values
of E with given combinations of Ch values, for each alternative (Measure) a, in pessimistic (π)
and optimistic (ω) scenarios. New variable E ranges from a minimum of 2 to a maximum of 6,
as the Table (4) below shows.

7In the cases σ(ak, bh) < λ and σ(bh, ak) < λ a double R condition is verified.
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Table 4: Values of E variable for each level of rank

Ranking π ω E

C1 Highest rank 3 3 6

C2 Medium ranks

2 3 5
2 2 4
1 2 3

C3 Lowest rank 1 1 2

non comparability 1 3 -

A simple regression model (13) estimates the values of the implicit weights for each criterion
gj, E = θ[gj(a)] then, assuming linear hypothesis,

Ek = β0 +
m∑
j=1

βjak,j + εk (13)

With k ∈ A being A = {1, 2, ..., n}, where n = 40 (total number of alternatives, Measures,
excluding three Measures falling in the hypothesis of non-comparability) and j ∈ F being
F =< {1, 2, ...,m}, where m = 4 (number of no default criteria).

Correlation matrix shows the presence of a possible collinearity in criterion MM (see Ta-
ble (5)), so the results of the regression model, without criterion MM omitted, due to the
collinearity, are presented in Table (6):

Table 5: Correlation matrix between dependent variable E and four criteria

E MM Support Pay./Appr. Changes

E 1
MM 0.4579 1
Support 0.3769 0.5354 1
Pay./Appr. 0.5772 0.1019 0.2276 1
Changes -0.5927 -0.7981 -0.4433 -0.1169 1

All the three criteria are significant in explaining the distribution of the Measures in the
ranking expressed by the variable E. Implicit weights are relatively high for ”Number of officials
assigned to support the MM” (criterion 2, with a coefficient of 0.368) and ”Numbers of changes
in the position of MM” (criterion 4, with a coefficient of -0.283), rather low for the criterion
”Payments/Appropriations” (criterion 3, with a coefficient of 0.028). The organizational aspects
inheriting the management of the Measures seem to be more effective in improving the quality
level of the Measures.

6 Conclusion

The application of ELECTRE TRI method to the data of the Regional Operational Program
has led to the assignment of the Measures into three categories: high Risk (C1), medium risk
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Table 6: Estimation of criteria implicit weights. Dependent variable: ranking variable E

Criteria Coefficients t values

Support 0.368*** 4.71
Pay/Appr. 0.028*** 7.62
Changes -0.283*** -5.97
Constant 3.269*** 17.27
Number of obs 40
R-squared 0.8721
Adj R-squared 0.8614
F (3, 36) 81.81

(C2), low risk (C3). The assignment in the three categories was done through two scenarios:
pessimistic and optimistic. The program was therefore assessed through the distribution of the
Measures in the categories for the two scenarios.

This work had two objectives:

i) on one hand, to ensure that the use of multi-criteria approach, in particular through
the ELECTRE TRI method, could represent a possible methodological tool to evaluate
complex programs, such as EU Structural Funds Program, in a systematic way;

ii) on the other hand, to demonstrate that the application of the ELECTRE TRI method
to a regional operational program, can get satisfactory results in terms of classification of
the Measures and could improve the decision making process of stakeholders and policy
makers.

Regarding the first objective, it is possible to conclude that the ELECTRE TRI can be a
useful tool to build up the programming choices but the evaluation targets must be clearly stated
and a collection of specific information, integrated with the action of the evaluator and technical
assistance must be developed. Other key aspects are: i) continuous contact with the responsible
Managing Authority for the implementation of the program; ii) and a deep understanding of
the needs of beneficiaries. Overall all the needed qualitative and quantitative information are
actually available within the system of co-ordination, monitoring and evaluation of Community
programs. This methodological approach does not propose any hierarchical ranking among
Measures, but a structured classification of the same, thus allowing the DM to decide in more
appropriate way, taking in consideration the political and territorial constraints that are often
crucial during the implementation of a long-term and financially relevant program. In this
study, no weights on criteria have been used, but no doubt, this could be an additional tool
to further refine the results of processing: the choice of weights could largely simplify the
introduction of the territorial and political constraints mentioned above.

With regard to the second objective, the few observations on the analytical results proposed
in the previous section show that the adoption of the method is an effective tool of interpretation
and management.

In a clear and concise way, the policy maker gets the information about how critical the
Measures are so that he can adjust the classification just unveil which weights has been assigned
to all criteria, on the basis of the policy directions that he considers most relevant. The
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model can also be used to simulate the effects of policies aimed to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Program.
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Abstract

Under the Fiscal Compact’s rules, the structural balance has become a crucial variable
in the EU budgetary framework. This should facilitate the operativeness of the automatic
stabilizers and avoid pro-cyclical fiscal policies . However, in the past years peripheral
member countries have witnessed a widespread budget restriction in front of a deep down-
turn of the economic cycle. We show that this occurred due to the distorted information
provided by the model used by the European Commission to calculate the structural bud-
get balance. Starting from the direct relationship between this latter and the NAWRU,
we shed some light on the estimation methodology and its implication on member states’
fiscal policy. We focus our attention on the poor economic significance of the NAWRU
and its large volatility over time. Finally, by the means of panel data estimations, we find
out that the NAWRU is correlated with the economic cycle, which implies pro-cyclical
effects on structural balances. Peripheral European countries seem to be more affected
by these pro-cyclical effects than core countries.

Keywords: Potential GDP; structural balance; non-accelerating wage rate of unem-
ployment (NAWRU); fiscal rules; austerity

1 Introduction

The European Commission (2015) has recently adopted a new framework aimed at making the
best use of flexibility within the existing rules of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP). These
new guidelines seem to loosen the so-called austerity that appeared in Europe in the second
half of 2011. More specifically, some corrections are made on the fiscal targets, which after the
introduction of the Fiscal Compact are based on the concept of general government structural
balance, i.e. the nominal balance adjusted for cyclical components, as well as one-off factors.
Theoretically, a target constructed taking into account the cyclical effects should allow the
functioning of the automatic stabilizer of the public balance. This is because in a recession the

∗The paper has been adapted from ”Deficit strutturali e politiche di bilancio: i limiti del modello europeo”,
originally published by Rivista di Politica Economica, January-March 2015, Rome.
†E-mail: s.fantacone@centroeuroparicerche.it, Tel.: +39-06-8081304; fax: +39-06-80687280
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structural deficit is typically smaller than the nominal one, thus, ceteris paribus, also the fiscal
corrections should be smaller. However, in the recent past this mechanism failed to work for
two main reasons: i) notwithstanding the deep recession, all the Mediterranean countries had
to apply restrictive fiscal policies in order to reduce their structural balance, as requested by
the zero target fixed by the Medium-term Budgetary Objective (MTO); ii) the methods used
by the European Commission to estimate the output gap and calculate the structural budget
balance proved to be inadequate.

In this paper, developing the work done in Fantacone, Garalova, and Milani (2015), we
highlight the methodological limits of the Commission’s approach. In Section 2 we define the
fiscal rule based on the structural balance. In Section 3 we show how the structural balance
measured by the Commission is strictly related to the level of the Non-Accelerating Wage Rate
of Unemployment (NAWRU). In Section 4 we discuss, on the basis of the prevalent economic
literature, some of the biases generated by the Commission’s estimation of the NAWRU. In
Section 5 we discuss our empirical results on the subject. In Section 6 we conclude.

2 The Structural Balance as a Target for Fiscal Policy

The Fiscal Compact set the target of fiscal policy in term of structural balance. The latter
derives from decomposition of the nominal general government balance into the structural and
the cyclical component:

Īn = Is + Ic (1)

where. (Īn) is the government nominal balance as a percentage of GDP, which values are
observable and detected by the National Statistical Offices (the above marked variables are
the ones that may be directly observed), while the structural (Is) and cyclically adjusted (Ic)
components are not observable.

In the methodology adopted by the European Commission, the cyclical component is defined
by the semi-elasticity of the budget (µ) to the output-gap (OG):

Ic = µ×OG (2)

where the output gap is defined as the deviation of the actual GDP from its potential value
(Y ∗), in percentage of the latter.

OG = (Ȳ − Y ∗)/Y ∗ (3)

For countries with high public debt, the MTO impose that the target value of Is is set to
zero:

Is = I∗s = 0 (4)

Therefore the target for nominal balance becomes:

I∗n = µ×OG (5)

For a given value of the semi-elasticity coefficient µ, the equilibrium level of government
balance is determined solely by the size of the output gap, and therefore only by the automatic
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stabilizers. Any value that exceeds such level should be eliminated through restrictive fiscal
policy.

The meaning of this rule is twofold. On the one hand, the rigorous approach is imposed,
as in a steady-state equilibrium with zero output gap the fiscal balance should be zero. On
the other hand, there is the recognition of the stabilization role of fiscal policy, that can move
counter-cyclically registering deficits in the presence of negative output gaps and, symmetrically,
surpluses in the presence of positive output gap.

Within this framework, the calculation of the output gap assumes a crucial value because
is the output gap value that determinates the amount of the observed deficit attributed to
the cyclical state of the economy. The shortcoming of this approach is that the fiscal rule is
anchored to an unobservable variable, subject to measurement uncertainty.

3 The Role of NAWRU in the European Fiscal Rule

The approach for calculating the potential output is commonly agreed at EU level. More
specifically the European Commission estimates the potential GDP through a Cobb-Douglas
production function:

Y ∗ = L∗α ·K1−α · TFP ∗ (6)

Where L and K are the input of labour and capital and TFP is the total factor productivity,
calculated as the residue of the equation.

The contribution of the labour is specified as:

L∗ = Part∗ · Pop ·Hours∗ · (1− NAWRU) (7)

where Part* and Hours* are the trend component of the participation rate and the hours
worked, respectively, and Pop is the working age population.

Equations (1) - (7) define the model that links the NAWRU and the structural balance:

NAWRUt+1 ↑⇒ L∗
t+1 ↓⇒ Y ∗

t+1 ↓⇒ |OG|t+1 ↓⇒ Ist+1 ↑ con OGt < 0 (8)

An increase of the NAWRU at time t + 1 implies the reduction of the labour input and
therefore of the potential GDP. If at t time the economy is in recession - which implies a
negative output gap (OG < 0) - the reduction of the potential at t + 1 decreases the absolute
value of the output gap (|OG|) causing a deterioration in the structural balance. Therefore,
during negative phases of the economic cycle there is a direct relationship between NAWRU
and Is, for which the higher is the NAWRU, the higher is the level of structural balance. Hence,
as suggested by the fiscal rule, further budgetary measures should be implemented in order to
reduce the deficit. This approach has an important counter-intuitive policy implication: an
increase in structural unemployment must be followed by a tightening in fiscal policy. In other
words fiscal policy assumes a pro-cyclical bias.
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4 The Methodology for Calculating the NAWRU fol-

lowed by the European Commission

NAWRU is an unobservable variable. In the model of the Commission it is estimated by the
equation of the Phillips curve, specified as follows:

∆2wt = φpr∆2(prt) + φws∆2(wst) + φtot∆2(tott)− β.(ut − nairut) + vwt (9)

where pr, ws, tot and uare, respectively, productivity, wage share, terms of trade and unem-
ployment rate. The equation is estimated by applying a Kalman filter.

Estimating the NAWRU by the Phillips curve implies that - according to Friedman (1968)
and Phelps (1968) - equilibrium unemployment is neutral with respect to inflation rate. Such
an assumption is rather commonly used in econometric models. Since the NAWRU provides
information on the inflationary pressures, it is a useful indicator for monetary policy, as pro-
posed in the seminal work by Modigliani and Papademos (1975) and, in the later version of
time-varying techniques, by Gordon (1997).

Much less obvious is the use of NAWRU within a fiscal rule framework, since an acceleration
of inflation can loosen the constraint on the public budget. This occurs because of the presence
of fiscal drag, the reduction of the real value of debt or the increase in nominal GDP, which
drives an increase in fiscal revenues. It is not clear, therefore, why a rise in the NAWRU should
automatically lead to a tightening of fiscal policy, as required by (8).

It should be also noticed that even in the models of monetary policy based on the natural
rate of unemployment an increase of the latter does not involve an automatic rise in the interest
rates. From this point of view, European automatic fiscal rule seems to cause a greater degree of
restriction than that justified by literature. The choice to anchor an automatic rule of economic
policy to NAWRU can be criticized from other points of view. Stiglitz (1997) shows that the
measurement of this variable is strongly uncertain, especially in the presence of hysteresis in
the labour market, stressing at the same time that its increase does not necessarily entail an
increase in the inflation rate, while Blanchard and Katz (1997) show how the ability to represent
the conditions of the labour market through the NAWRU is particularly unsatisfactory for the
European countries. These cautions are not considered in the European model where, as we
have seen, the NAWRU is the pivot on which is hinged the size of the country’s automatic fiscal
consolidation.

With regard to the estimation method, the use of a statistical Kalman filter implies that
the NAWRU varies over time and follows the trend of the actual unemployment rate. This
means that the equilibrium unemployment rate within the European approach is not a fixed
target, as occurs in the United States and that higher values of unemployment are tolerated
during recessions, and lower during expansion periods. This obviously weakens the stabilizing
role apparently recognized to the public budget by equation (5). The problem of the sensitivity
of the NAWRU to the economic cycle is indeed highlighted in literature. Estrella and Mishkin
(2000) identify a long-term component of NAWRU, suggesting that only the latter, being less
responsive to fluctuations in the cycle, should be used to measure the potential GDP. More
recently, The European Commission (2013) itself and the European Central Bank (2014) have
provided evidence on why underestimating the role of institutional factors in the European
labour market will lead to incorporate cyclical factors in estimating the NAWRU, whose level
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Figure 1: Euro area countries: European Commission’s NAWRU estimates

would be overestimated, especially for peripheral countries, thus confirming the findings of
Gianella, Koske, Rusticelli, and Chatal (2008).

Overall, according to the literature there are a plenty of shortcomings in the setting of the
European fiscal policy approach. As we show in the rest of the paper, specific weakness in the
estimation method of the NAWRU further limit the economic significance of the approach.

5 Is the NAWRU estimated by the European Commis-

sion a reliable indicator?

5.1 The Econometric Inconsistency

As we have seen, the NAWRU is measured by the Commission through the estimation of a
Phillips curve (equation (9)), but taking into account the values of R-squared of these estimates
(The European Commission, 2010) shows a wide range of values that is between the maximum
of Austria (0.65) and the lowest in Italy (0.02). The figure reported for the Eurozone as a
whole is 0.13, in line with the findings for the United States (0.16). On average, this values
are extremely low showing that for some countries (besides Italy, surely Portugal, but also
Belgium and Germany, for which the R-squared is less than 0.3) the Phillips curve estimated
by the Commission is not representative of relationship inflation-unemployment underlying the
determination of the structural balance. The fact that R-squared is so low even for the United
States highlights the doubts on the general validity of the methodological scheme proposed by
the Commission. What is surprising is that these bad econometric results have not been set
aside, but are currently used to determine the fiscal effort required to single countries. A choice
that reduces the credibility of the European fiscal rule.

To understand better this aspect, we consider the data reported in Figure (1), which shows
the level of NAWRU attributed to some countries by the Commission’s estimates in 2014.
According to these data, the stability of inflation would require unemployment rates close to
20% in Greece and Spain, more than 12% in Portugal and 10.7% in Italy. Clearly, these
calculations are not informative to the policy maker, who in the Italian case would have, for
example, to choose whether to reduce unemployment to below 10% or preserving price stability.
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Notes: estimated on the base of the average unemployment
rate in the period 1997-2007, which was equal to 6.7% in
Germany, 5.3% in Ireland, 10.3% in Greece, 11.9% in Spain,
9.6% in France, 8.9% in Italy and 6.6% in Portugal.

Figure 2: Euro area countries: an alternative measure of output gap (difference with respect to
the European Commission’s estimates), Source: Our elaborations on European Commission,
Economic Forecast Data

A trade-off that appears even grotesque considering that the deflationary environment in which
the Eurozone has slipped would suggests the need to promote, not to avoid, a price increase.
At this regard it should also be noted that the information extracted from the NAWRU and
incorporated into the European fiscal rule are in conflict with the current policy of the ECB,
which is promoting an increase in inflation expectations.

The use of these ”bad estimates” influences the calculation of the output gap of many
countries. Figure 2 shows how the size of the output gap would change if the structural
unemployment rate is set equal to the average level observed in the decade before the financial
crisis (1997-2007), when the stability of inflation was still preserved. The differences are very
strong for all the peripheral countries: the output gap in 2014 would be wider by 5.5 points
wider in Greece and Spain, by 3.7 points in Portugal and Ireland, by 1.2 points in Italy. The
differences are even more pronounced in the years 2015-16.

5.2 The Excess of Volatility

The comparison of the current estimates of the NAWRU with the average of the decade preced-
ing the crisis - thus with a reference to the long-run - leads to focus on the excess of volatility of
the indicator proposed by the Commission. As we have seen, the NAWRU is estimated using a
Kalman filter applied to the Phillips curve. This implies that the measure of potential GDP is
subject to continuous revision over time, depending on the update of the historical series (this is
a property common to all statistical filters, which are nothing if not a method of interpolation
of the original series). The economic analysis makes extensive use of indicators of potential
output variable in time and, since Gordon (1997)’s contribute, also NAWRU measures that
show a certain degree of variability are commonly used. To be useful as part of a scheme of
fiscal policy based on a fixed rule, however, these variability should remain within a restricted
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Figure 3: The revised NAWRU estimates during the European recession, Source: our elabo-
rations on European Commission, Economic Forecast data.

fluctuation band. Otherwise, economic policy could be subject to abrupt changes, incurring
in risks of overshooting, as in the case of wide shock, statistical filters lose their stabilizing
function. This emerges clearly from Figure (3), where we show the large and sudden increase
occurred to the NAWRU of peripheral countries in the aftermath of the European recession.
This means that, according to the Commission’s estimates, much of the actual increase of un-
employment has structural nature and that would be impossible to compress it if not at the
cost of causing an acceleration in prices. Such a the model establishes the impossibility for the
peripheral countries to return to pre-crisis situation.

5.3 The Pro-cyclical Bias: Elements of Nonlinearity

The discussion carried out so far leads us to the heart of the problem, namely the fact that the
European methods prove inadequate in ensuring a credible breakdown of structural and cyclical
public debt. It is a failure that goes beyond that part of indeterminacy that is impossible to
eliminate from the statistical methods of decomposition of the time series. The key element,
culpably neglected, is that the measurements proposed by the European Commission contain
an element of non-linearity, which reduces the ability to distinguish the cycle from the trend in
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the presence of large and persistent shock.
In order to check this hypothesis, we have estimated the following panel (t = 1981, ..., 2013

and i = countries UE12 (excluded Lusemburg)):

EF nawru
i,t = k +

∑
θiDEFi + β1EF14bHPgapi,t + β2EF14bHPgapi,t DcoreDperiody+

β3EF14bHPgapi,t (1−Dcore)Dperiody + γ1cuneoi,t + γ2disocLi,t+

γ3sindaci,t + γ4pilproi,t + εi,t

(10)

EF = Economic Forecast European Commission from 2007 to 2014 (16 report)
EF14b = Economic Forecast European Commission autumn 2014
y = 2002-2007; 2008-2010; 2011-2013

As dependent variable we consider the NAWRU estimates reported in the Economic Fore-
cast Reports published between 2007 and 2014 (a total of 16 reports). Unlike the European
Commission (2013) and Orlandi (2012), our empirical analysis implicitly introduces another
dimension to the panel, linked to different revisions of the estimates of NAWRU in Economic
Forecast half yearly presented by the Commission in the period between 2007 and 2014.

The coefficients of greater interest for our purposes are the betas, those related with the
HPgap variable, which is a simple cyclic measure given from the output gap obtained by the
European Commission, in the Autumn 2014 Economic Forecast (latest available), using the
Hodrick-Prescott statistical filter.

Through the coefficient β1 it is possible to verify if in the NAWRU estimated by Commission
there are cyclical factors that invalidate its use for estimating the potential GDP. A negative
value of this coefficient indicates that in phases when the cycle is negative (positive), highlighted
by a EF14HPgap negative (positive), the Commission’s NAWRU estimates tend to increase
(decrease), resulting in a pro-(anti-)cyclic effect.

By estimating the coefficients β2 and β3 it is possible to evaluate the different effect of the
cyclical component in the core countries (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany and the
Netherlands), identified through the dummy Dcore, versus peripheral ones (Greece, Ireland,
Italy, Portugal and Spain) in three historical periods, in turn identified through the dummy
Dperiod : i) the pre-crisis period, which runs from 2002 to 2007; ii) the first phase of the crisis,
from 2008 to 2010, involving mainly the financial sector; iii) the second phase of the crisis, from
2011 to 2013, where it was observed the contagion to the sovereign bonds of two of the major
European economies, Italy and Spain.

The other variables have been put in the equation (10) to be able to control:

• the effect of taxation on labour income (wedge), a factor that may have a negative impact
on the meeting between the demand and supply of labour ((The European Commission,
2014); (Orlandi, 2012); (Gianella, Koske, Rusticelli, and Chatal, 2008));

• the share of workers in a state of unemployment for over 1 year (unempL), that for the
so-called hysteresis can cause a higher rate of long-term unemployment ((Ball, 2009);
(Blanchard and Katz, 1997); (Stiglitz, 1997));

• the degree of unionization of workers (union), index of potential rigidities in the labour
market that tend to overly protect union workers compared to new entrants ((Orlandi,
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2012); (Gianella, Koske, Rusticelli, and Chatal, 2008); (Stiglitz, 1997); Blanchard and
Summers (1986));

• GDP per capita (gdp), indicator of the relative wealth of the countries considered, which
may result in a process of catching-up, and that takes also into account population dy-
namics (Stiglitz, 1997). This variable is also included to capture the effects of any bubbles
that in the pre-crisis period may have led to an increase in the product, which was fol-
lowed by an adjustment with the outbreak of the crisis (see, for example, (Estevao and
Tsounta, 2011)).

Some control variables identified in literature as possible determinants of the structural
unemployment rate, were not included in the equation (10) because related to EF14HPgap,
or because of a lack of historical data for all the countries considered, as in the case of the
incidence of unemployment benefits in relation to GDP and the level of the minimum wage.
The equation (10) is estimated by the random-effect estimator1.

In Table 4 are reported the results of the estimation of equation (10) excluding the interac-
tion of the variable EF14HPgap with the dummy that identifies the pre or post-crisis (Dperiod)
and in which the control variables were included one at a time.

The HPgap coefficient is always negative and significant. The NAWRU estimated by the
Commission is therefore being affected by cyclical components, resulting in a pro-cyclical effect
of the estimates of potential GDP. Looking at the analysis of Estrella and Mishkin (2000), it
can be said that with the methodology proposed by The European Commission (2010) we tend
to estimate a short term NAWRU instead of calculating, as would more properly carried out,
a long term one. With reference to the control variables the impact of taxation, in line with
The European Commission (2013), Orlandi (2012) and Gianella, Koske, Rusticelli, and Chatal
(2008), is positive and significant in all specifications considered.

Positive and significant is also the effect of long-term unemployment, thus highlighting the
presence of a hysteresis effect in the structural unemployment rate, while neither the degree of
unionization or GDP per capita are influencing the level of NAWRU estimated by the Com-
mission.

In Table 5 are reported the results of regression in the different considered periods (pre-
crisis, first and second post-crisis). We find that the evidence of Table 4 are also confirmed in
the broader estimate.

Supporting the evidence of non-linear effects, the cyclical component is stronger in the last
period of the financial crisis (2011-13), and mainly among peripheral countries. β2 and β3
coefficients in Table 5, model III, are both negative, but only the latter is significant and with
a higher magnitude. Moreover, the Wald test shows that the two coefficients are statistically
different. A one point reduction in HP output gap (negative cycle) implies an increase in the
peripheral countries’ NAWRU of 0.374 points (at 5% of significance level). For core countries
the effect is smaller and not significant.

In the pre-crisis period (2002-07), we find that the cyclical effect on NAWRU is for both core
and peripheral countries negative and significant. The Wald test does not show any difference
among β2 and β3 (Table 5, model I).

1In the regression outputs are reported the Breusch-Pagan test and the Mundlak test. From these tests what
emerges is that the random-effect estimator is not distorted and is preferable to the fixed-effect estimator. As
a test of strength we have in each case used the fixed-effect estimator. The main results are robust to this test
and are available on request.
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The estimates for the first post-crisis period (2008-10) show that the cyclical component
is smoothly negative for core countries (one point of reduction in HPgap implies an increase
in nawru of 0.1 points), while for peripheral countries the European Commission’s NAWRU
estimates does not depend by the output gap (Table 5, model II).

6 Conclusions

In the midst of the great recession generated by the sovereign debt crisis, the Eurozone has
moved to fiscal targets defined in terms of structural balance. However, this step has not been
accompanied by an adequate reflection on the methodology by which estimates the many un-
observable variables that are at the basis of the measurement of the structural balance. The
solution that has been chosen is entrusting the methodology already adopted by the Output Gap
Working Group - the group inside the European Union with the mandate to ensure technically
robust and transparent potential output -, but this means that the new fiscal rule incorporates
a model originally designed only to provide broad information to the economic debate, without
any claim to rise at a normative role. The analysis carried out in this paper have highlighted
the many limits of the method proposed by the Commission, which are not econometrically
significant, it is too unreliable over time and strongly influenced by the state of the economic
cycle. Our empirical findings show that the NAWRU estimated by the Commission appears to
be distorted in the stages of economic downturn, leading to pro-cyclical fiscal policies. Partic-
ularly affected by this distortion appear to be the peripheral countries of the euro area, which
at the height of the financial crisis have undergone a revision of the estimates of the NAWRU
far more severe than that of the core countries.

This point is particularly critical, since the use of the structural balance is motivated by
the desire to isolate the changes induced on the public finances by fluctuations in the economic
cycle, as to focus the surveillance mechanism on the discretionary choices of governments.

In fact, the persistence of a strong pro-cyclical component in the calculation of the structural
balance has resulted in an extension of the fiscal tightening that has slipped the Eurozone
into deflation. The new guidelines on the Stability and Growth Pact implicitly recognize the
inadequacy of the model adopted in the recession years and can facilitate, from now on, the
stabilization role of budget policy. But more than four years have been lost, imposing to some
Eurozone countries deep product losses and high social costs.
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: Table 1. Summary statistics and definitions of variables (period: 1981-2013)
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: Table 2. Variables by country and period: average values

Notes: at=Austria, be=Belgium, de=Germany, el=Greece, es=Spain,
fi=Finland, fr=France, ie=Ireland, it=Italy, nl=Netherlands, pt=Portugal.
Source: our estimates.

: Table 3. Correlation matrix
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: Table 4. Regression results with cyclical effect

Notes: In the table are reported the estimation results of eq. (1) without
the interaction between HPgap and Dperiod. Period: 1981-2013. Sample:
UE12 countries (with the exclusion of Luxembourg). Estimator: random-effect.
Dependent variable: nawru. ***, **, * statistical significance of the parameters
at 1, 5, and 10%. Cluster-robust standard errors appear in parentheses. We use
Stata11 for all calculations. Source: our estimates.
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: Table 5. Regression results with cyclical effect in the pre- and post-crisis periods

Notes: In the table are reported the estimation results of eq. (1). Period:
1981-2013. Sample: UE12 countries (with the exclusion of Luxembourg).
Estimator: random-effect. Dependent variable: nawru. ***, **, * statistical
significance of the parameters at 1, 5, and 10%. Cluster-robust standard
errors appear in parentheses. We use Stata11 for all calculations. Source: our
estimates.
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Abstract

This paper aims to evaluate the performance of A-type Turkish funds between Jan-
uary 2009 and November 2014. This study period coincides with the period of quantita-
tive easing during which developing economies in financial markets have been influenced
dramatically. Thanks to the increase in the money supply directed towards the capital
markets, a relief was experienced in related markets following the crisis period. During
this 5-year 10-month period, in which the relevant quantitative easing continued, Borsa
Istanbul (BIST) yielded 21% compounded on average, per annum. A-type Turkish funds
are investigated in order to compare these funds performance within this period. Within
this framework, 15 A-type equity funds and 18 A-type variable funds are selected. So as to
measure these funds’ performance, Sharpe ratio (1966), Treynor ratio (1965) and Jensen
alpha (1968) methods are used. Moreover, Jensen’s alpha also provides information on
selectivity skills of fund managers. Furthermore, Treynor&Mazuy (1966) regression anal-
ysis method is applied for market timing ability of fund managers.

Keywords: Performance Evaluation; Mutual Funds; Sharpe Ratio; Jensen’s alpha

1 Introduction

The mutual fund performance has always kept its place of being one of the most researched
points in finance studies. Using diverse technical measurement methods, all of these studies
analyse fund performances of various markets from different perspectives. Notably, following
the period of the liberalization of financial markets, mutual funds have gained much more
importance in the eyes of the investors and this resulted in the broad studies that are carried
out on the performance evaluations. Mutual funds bring those investors together who share
a common goal. They invest the money they collect into capital market instruments such as
shares, debentures and other investment securities. The total income acquired from investments
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and the capital appreciation is equally shared among unit holders, by taking into account
the units owned by them. In consequence, mutual fund is the best way of investment as it
provides the opportunity of investing various and professionally managed basket of securities
at a relatively low cost (Deepak, 2011).

After the global financial crisis in 2008, Fed decided to use quantitative easing policy in
order to lower long-term interest rates. During the quantitative easing policy, monetary supply
increases and creates excess of money in the financial markets. Quantitative easing (QE) pol-
icy began in December 2008 and ended in October 2014. Quantitative easing policy is divided
into four terms QE1 (December 2008 - June 2010), QE2 (November 2010 - June 2011), QE3
(September 2012 - October 2014) and finally QE4 (January 2013 - October 2014). (”QE”,
Useconomy, 2015). During the period, huge amount of money inflow from developed countries
to developing countries was experienced. Therefore, in this paper, we have attempted to in-
vestigate performances of Turkish equity funds and variable funds between 09 January 2009 -
31 0ctober 2014 in the era of quantitative easing. Turkey is considered as an emerging market
and during the study period of five years and ten months, Turkish stock market beat developed
stock market indices. Turkish Borsa Istanbul yielded 21% compounded on average, per annum.
In the sample period, the developed market indices S&P 500, DAX, FTSE 100 and CAC 40
yielded 15.1%, 12.1%, 6.8% and 4.1%, respectively. Turkish Borsa Istanbul also exceeds some
important emerging markets’ stock exchange; India (CNX500) Index, Johannesburg Stock Ex-
change (JSE), Mexican Stock Exchange (BOLSA), Taiwanese Stock Exchange (TWSE) and
Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE) grew by; 20.9%, 15.9%, 13.3%, 12.9% and 12.8%, respectively,
per annum. We have tried to find out whether fund managers could show a parallel performance
to that of BIST100 index. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the literature
review of fund performances, Section 3 discusses methodology and data, Section 4 interprets
empirical results and Section 5 is the conclusion of the study.

2 Literature Review

After the 1950s, there have been many studies carried out on the mutual fund performance.
Treynor (1965), Sharpe (1965) and Jensen (1968) are among the first who measure fund per-
formance related to risk and return measurements. Sharpe calculated 34 open-ended mutual
funds between the years 1954-1963 by using Sharpe and Treynor ratio. As a result, while
11 funds denoted better performance than index, 23 funds underperformed their benchmark.
Jensen (1968) studied on 115 mutual funds that were activated between the years 1945-1964
with alpha indicator that he had formerly generated. According to his results, funds couldn’t
exceed the market performance that revealed mutual fund managers, in general, did not have
selective ability. The study found out that there is a positive correlation between risk and re-
turn. McDonald (1973), Blake, Elton, and Gruber (1993), Detzler (1999) also evaluated mutual
funds. They found that funds couldn’t beat the market.

Treynor and Mazuy (1969) found quadratic regression analysis method in order to measure
market timing ability of fund managers. They applied this method to 57 open-end mutual
funds. They could only reveal one fund that had statistically significant market timing ability.
Henriksson and Merton (1981) and Henriksson (1984) developed both parametric and non-
parametric statistical models to test market timing ability of portfolios. So as to test market
timing ability of 116 open-end funds from 1968 to 1980 in the U.S.A market, Henriksson (1984)
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applied these parametric and non-parametric tests, which were introduced by Henriksson and
Merton (1981). The results disclosed that there wasn’t any support of market timing ability.
Furthermore, Henriksson found inverse relationship between selection ability and market timing
ability.

In Turkey, studying on mutual fund performance has become popular among academicians
after 1990s. Gürsoy and Erzurumlu (2001), Kılıç (2002), Arslan (2005), Akel (2007), Korkmaz
and Uyguntürk (2009)), evaluated mutual funds. According to their results, funds couldn’t
beat the market and fund managers couldn’t show both selectivity skills and market timing
ability.

3 Methodology and Data

3.1 Methodology

In this study, we have tried to evaluate both funds and funds managers’ performance of Turkish
equity and variable funds. A total of 15 equity funds and 18 variable funds performances’ are
analyzed. In order to evaluate fund performance, Sharpe ratio (1966), Treynor ratio (1965)
and Jensen alpha (1968) are computed. Jensen alpha also depicts selectivity skills of fund
managers. For determining market timing ability of fund managers, Treynor&Mazuy (1966)
regression analysis is applied.

3.1.1 Sharpe Ratio

The Sharpe technique was developed in 1966 and similar to the Treynor technique, but the
Sharpe technique uses the total risk of the portfolio rather than systematic risk. This technique
computes the risk premium earned per unit of the total risk. The Sharpe value can be calculated
as follows (Noulas, Papanastasiou, and Lazaridis, 2005).

Sp = (Rp −Rf )/σp (1)

Where Sp is the Sharpe’s portfolio performance measure for fund p over the evaluation period.
Rf is the average rate of return for fund p over the evaluation period. Rf is the average risk free
return over the evaluation period σp is the standard deviation of the fund p over the evaluation
period. Sharpe ratio (Sp) measures the risk-adjusted performance and the higher value of this
ratio shows that the fund delivers a higher return performance for each unit of risk it carried
(σp) (Duggimpudi, Abdou, and Zaki, 2010).

3.1.2 Treynor Ratio

The Treynor ratio is the first risk-adjusted performance measure of mutual funds that was put
forward by Treynor in 1965. It is calculated as the ratio of excess return of the mutual fund
divided by its beta (systematic risk) and is defined as: (Kouris, Beneki, Adam, and Botsaris,
2011).

Ti = (Rp −Rf )/βp (2)
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where Ti = Treynor’s performance index, Rp = Portfolio’s actual return during a specified
time period, Rf = Risk-free rate of return during the same period, βp = Beta of the portfolio.

Whenever Rp > Rf and βp > 0 a larger T value means a better portfolio for all investors
regardless of their individual risk preferences. In two cases, we may have a negative T value:
when Rp < Rf or when βp < 0. If T is negative because of the fact that Rp < Rf we deduce the
portfolio performance as very poor, whereas if the negativity of T comes from a negative beta,
fund’s performance is glorious. Finally, when Rp −Rf , and βp < 0 are both negative, T will be
positive, but so as to qualify the fund’s performance as good or bad, we should see whether Rp

is above or below the security market line pertaining to the analysis period (Reilly, 1992).

3.1.3 Jensen Alpha

A portfolio manager’s predictive ability - that is his ability to earn returns through successful
prediction of security prices which are higher than those which we could expect to give the level
of his riskiness of his portfolio (Jensen, 1968). Jensen model can be written as below:

Rpt −Rft = αp + βp(Rmt −Rft) + ept (3)

αp is the excess return of the portfolio after adjusting for the market, Rpt is the return on
portfolio p at time t, Rft is the return on a riskless asset at time t, Rmt is the return on the
market portfolio at time t, βp is the sensitivity of the excess return on the portfolio p with the
excess return on the market.

The Jensen performance index permits the comparison of portfolio’s managers’ performance
relative to one another or to the market. The numerical values of alpha permit the ranking
of performance, with the higher scores showing the better performances. The sign of the
alpha displays whether the portfolio manager is superior to the market after adjusting for risk.
A positive alpha implies a better performance relative to the market, and a negative alpha
indicates a poorer performance (Mayo, 2010).

3.1.4 Treynor & Mazuy Model

Investment managers may well beat the market, if they are able to adjust the composition of
their portfolios in time when the general stock market is going up or down. That is, if fund
managers believe the market is going to drop, they alter the composition of the portfolios they
manage from more to less volatile securities. If they think the market is going to climb, they
shift in the opposite direction (Treynor and Mazuy, 1969).

Mutual fund managers may hold a higher proportion of the market portfolio if they are
qualified to predict future market conditions and envisage the stock market as a bull market.
On the other hand, mutual fund managers may hold a lower proportion of the market portfolio
if they expect the market to underperform in the future. Treynor and Mazuy (1969) developed
the following model to evaluate market-timing performance:

Rit −Rft = αi + βi0(Rmt −Rft) + βi1(Rmt −Rft)
2 + εt (4)

where αi is the timing-adjusted alpha, which represents the timing-adjusted selective ability
of mutual fund managers. The quadratic term in equation (4) is the market timing factor
and the coefficient of the market timing factor, βi1 , represents mutual fund managers’ market
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timing ability. If βi1 is positive, mutual fund managers have superior market timing ability i.e.,
the investment portfolios of mutual funds are adjusted actively to well-anticipated changes in
market conditions. A negative βi1 implies that mutual fund managers do not exhibit market
timing ability (Chen, Gan, and Hu, 2013).

3.2 Data

In this paper, we analysed mutual fund performance of 15 Turkish equity and 18 variable funds
by using Sharpe (1966), Treynor (1965) and Jensen (1968) measures. In order to test mutual
fund managers’ market timing ability, Treynor&Mazuy (1966) method is applied. Time period
is chosen between January 2009-October 2014 on which quantitative easing (QE) term. Weekly
returns of funds are used and 304 weeks (09 January 2009-31 October 2014) are observed for
this study. Except for O/N Net Repo Index, all data are taken from the ”Thomson Reuters
DataStream”. O/N Net Repo index is taken from Turkish Institutional Investment Managers’
Associations (TKYD).

Mutual funds are categorized into A-type and B-type funds. A-type funds are those funds
that invest at least 25% of their portfolio in stocks of Turkish companies. There is no such
provision for B-type funds to invest in stocks. Since they hold a larger share of stocks in
their portfolios, A-type funds have more risk and are more susceptible against stock exchange
volatility and price fluctuations. Hence, A-type funds need more attention. According to
containing of financial assets of A-type and B-type funds are identified to sixteen forms. These
are; bonds and bills funds, stocks, sector funds, affiliated funds, group funds, foreign currency
securities funds, gold and other precious metal funds, variable funds, mixed funds, liquid funds,
index funds, fund basket, guaranteed funds, protected funds, special funds and hedge funds.
These fund forms are established as either A-type or B-type, but liquid funds are merely B-type
(Yolsal, 2012).

In Turkey, there are 135 A-type Funds and 354 B-type funds, a total of 489 mutual funds in
Turkey based on data as of 31 October 2014. However, the volume of A-type funds is very low
compared to B-type funds. Total net asset value of B-type funds is 33.3 billion TL, whereas
A-type funds’ total net asset value is only 1.9 billion TL. This study evaluates performances of
33 A-type funds (fifteen equity funds and eighteen variable funds) in Turkey. Among all mutual
funds, equity funds and variable funds are those funds that carry company stocks, which are
riskier and more vulnerable to volatility in prices. In total, there are 77 of these funds (48
variable funds and 29 equity funds). The performances of those funds that were closed, newly
established or that merged with another fund in the study period were not evaluated. Also
those equity and variable funds that had less than 50% equity shares in their portfolio were
excluded in the study. Afterwards, 33 equity and variable funds were filtered to work with.

3.2.1 Returns of Funds

Logarithmic returns of funds were computed over weekly price indices of funds. For the study,
304 weekly data between 09.01.2009 and 31.10.2014 are used.
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3.2.2 Benchmark

In this study, BIST100 price index is used as a benchmark to evaluate whether a fund could
outperform the market. Logarithmic weekly returns of BIST100 are used in the corresponding
study period.

3.2.3 Risk-free Rate

O/N Net Repo Index provided by TKYD, is used as the proxy for the risk free rate. TKYD
O/N Net Repo Index uses daily value-weighted averages of BIST Repo/Reserve Repo rates as
the overnight return. The rate that adds in the withholding tax is multiplied by the days to the
maturity and finally divided by 365 in order to calculate the daily gross O/N repo index value.
The same formulation is used to calculate the net O/N repo index by excluding withholding
tax from the overnight return at first (Yalçın, 2012).

Et = Et−1 × [1 +R× v/365] (5)

Et = Value of KYD Repo Index on day t, Et−1 = Value of KYD Repo Index on day
t− 1, R = Average rate of return realized BIST Repo/Reserve Repo Market v = Maturity of
Repo/Reserve Repo agreement.

As the risk-free rate, we use weekly returns of the net overnight repo index provided by
TKYD.

4 Empirical Results

Table (1) lists the Sharpe and Treynor ratios computed for these 33 funds. The higher the
Sharpe ratio, the more return the investor is getting per unit of risk. The lower the Sharpe
ratio, the more risk the investor is carrying to earn additional returns. Higher Sharpe and
Treynor ratios imply better risk-adjusted performances. For Sharpe Ratio, Strateji Securities
A-type Equity Fund, Alternatif Bank A-type Equity Fund, Alternatif Bank A-type Variable
Fund, Gedik Securities A-type Equity Fund and Finans Yatırım Securities A-type Variable
Fund have the highest performances. For Treynor ratio, Strateji Securities A-type Equity Fund,
Alternatif Bank A-type Variable Fund, Alternatif Bank A-type Equity Fund, Garanti Bank A-
type Variable Fund and Gedik Securities A-type Equity Fund have the highest performances.

Table (2) gives us the results of Jensen’s alpha measure that indicate selectivity skills of
fund managers. Fund managers have either higher or lower performance relative to the market.
21 of the 33 funds have positive alphas, but only 5 of these funds are statistically significant.
Alternatif Bank A-type Variable Fund is statistically significant at 10% level, Finans Yatırım
Securities A-type Variable Fund, Gedik Securities A-type Equity Fund and Finansbank A-type
Equity Fund are statistically significant at 5% level, Strateji Securities A type Equity Fund
statistically is significant at 1% level. It is interpreted that these funds’ managers don’t have
selectivity skills in the quantitative easing era.

Table (3) shows results of Treynor&Mazuy (1966) model, which indicates the market timing
ability of fund managers. If fund managers think that market is going up, they change their
portfolio composition from less volatile to high volatile securities or when market is going
down, they shift their portfolio composition from high volatile to less volatile securities. If fund
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managers have market timing ability, they create their portfolios according to their estimating
tendency of the markets. 8 of the 33 funds have positive market timing ability, but merely 3 of
them are statistically significant. Eczacıbaşı A-type Variable Fund is statistically significant at
1% level, Yapı Kredi A-type Variable Fund is statistically significant at 5% level and Eczacıbaşı
A-type Equity Fund is statistically significant at 10% level. 25 funds have negative market
timing ability and 15 of them statistically significant. It is derived that fund managers don’t
have market timing ability during the study period.

Table 1: Results of Sharpe and Treynor Ratio

Fund Name Sharpe Rank Treynor Rank

Strateji Securities A Type Equity 0,1432 1 0,00561 1
Alternatif Bank A Type Equity 0,12187 2 0,0053 3
Alternatif Bank A Type Variable 0,11919 3 0,00546 2
Gedik Securities A Type Equity 0,11167 4 0,00425 5
Finans Yatırım Securities A Type Variable 0,10803 5 0,00396 7
Alkhair Capital Securities A Type Variable 0,1021 6 0,00423 6
Finansbank A Type Equity 0,09894 7 0,00354 9
Halk Bank A Type Variable 0,09443 8 0,00373 8
ING Bank A Type Equity 0,08862 9 0,00329 12
Kare Securities A Type Variable 0,08734 10 0,00329 11
Garanti Bank A Type Variable 0,08201 11 0,00496 4
Yapı Kredi A Type Equity 0,07903 12 0,00279 14
TEB Securities A Type Equity 0,07751 13 0,00274 16
Eczacıbaşı A Type Equity 0,07592 14 0,00274 17
Is Securities A Type Variable 0,07452 15 0,00275 15
Tekstilbank A Type Equity 0,07361 16 0,00338 10
Tacirler Securities A Type Variable 0,07148 17 0,00286 13
Akbank A Type Equity 0,07073 18 0,00251 19
Finansbank A Type Variable 0,06935 19 0,00253 18
Yapı Kredi Securities A Type Variable 0,06671 20 0,00236 21
Yatırım Finansman Securities A Type Variable 0,06071 21 0,00243 20
Denizbank A Type Equity 0,05839 22 0,00218 22
Garanti Bank A Type Equity 0,04824 23 0,00173 23
Is Bank A Type Equity 0,04749 24 0,00168 24
Vakıflar Bankası A Type Variable 0,04333 25 0,00163 25
Denizbank A Type Variable 0,04165 26 0,00155 26
Eczacıbaşı A Type Variable 0,02952 27 0,00111 27
Sekerbank A Type Equity 0,02145 28 0,00081 28
Ziraat Securities A Type Variable 0,02091 29 0,00078 29
Meksa Securities A Type Variable -0,00694 30 -0,00029 30
Acar Yatırım Securities A Type Variable -0,01258 31 -0,00053 31
Acar Yatırım Securities A Type Equity -0,02521 32 -0,00153 32
Başkent Securities A Type Variable -0,07793 33 -0,00488 33
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Table 2: Results of Jensen’s Alpha

Fund Name alpha t-stat p-value

Eczacıbaşı A Type Variable 0,54440 144,606 0,14920
Strateji Securities A Type Equity*** 0,00279 299,688 0,00295
Alternatif Bank A Type Variable* 0,00126 177,133 0,07751
Finans Yatırım Securities A Type Variable** 0,00123 218,878 0,02938
Gedik Securities A Type Equity** 0,00119 199,537 0,04690
Alkhair Capital Securities A Type Variable 0,00110 139,127 0,16517
Finansbank A Type Equity** 0,00102 207,990 0,03838
Halk Bank A Type Variable 0,00091 121,120 0,22676
Kare Securities A Type Variable 0,00087 103,013 0,30377
Alternatif Bank A Type Equity 0,00083 111,199 0,26703
ING Bank A Type Equity 0,00062 113,838 0,25587
Garanti Bank A Type Variable 0,00058 0,89887 0,36944
Tekstilbank A Type Equity 0,00055 0,57055 0,56873
TEB Securities A Type Equity 0,00033 0,78113 0,43534
Yapı Kredi A Type Equity 0,00032 0,88459 0,37708
Is Securities A Type Variable 0,00025 0,48143 0,63056
Eczacıbaşı A Type Equity 0,00025 0,57570 0,56525
Tacirler Securities A Type Variable 0,00021 0,40623 0,68486
Finansbank A Type Variable 0,00011 0,20811 0,83528
Akbank A Type Equity 0,00010 0,25434 0,79941
Yatırım Finansman Securities A Type Variable 0,00002 0,04129 0,96709
Yapı Kredi Securities A Type Variable -0,00001 -0,04309 0,96566
Denizbank A Type Equity -0,00014 -0,24078 0,80989
Vakıflar Bankası A Type Variable -0,00040 -0,88242 0,37825
Denizbank A Type Variable -0,00051 -104,164 0,29841
Garanti Bank A Type Equity -0,00056 -110,390 0,27052
Is Bank A Type Equity -0,00056 -155,686 0,12055
Acar Yatırım Securities A Type Equity -0,00077 -136,333 0,17379
Sekerbank A Type Equity* -0,00092 -176,938 0,07784
Ziraat Securities A Type Variable -0,00094 -190,422 0,05783
Acar Yatırım Securities A Type Variable -0,00097 -205,659 0,04058
Meksa Securities A Type Variable* -0,00175 -193,512 0,05391
Başkent Securities A Type Variable -0,00192 -241,182 0,01647
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Table 3: Results of Treynor&Mazuy Regression Analysis

Fund Name T&M t-stat p-value

Eczacıbaşı A Type Variable*** 0,67493 264,852 0,00851
Finansbank A Type Equity 0,41998 158,914 0,11308
Eczacıbaşı A Type Equity* 0,41561 182,174 0,06948
Yapı Kredi Securities A Type Variable** 0,27059 250,188 0,01288
Yapı Kredi A Type Equity 0,19270 0,98799 0,32395
Garanti Bank A Type Equity 0,04925 0,18167 0,85597
Denizbank A Type Variable 0,02487 0,09466 0,92465
Is Bank A Type Equıty 0,00226 0,01163 0,99073
Finans Yatırım Securities A Type Variable -0,00596 -0,01961 0,98437
Garanti Bank A Type Variable -0,05794 -0,16803 0,86667
Finansbank A Type Variable -0,13826 -0,46827 0,63993
TEB Securities A Type Equity -0,22919 -101,995 0,30857
Akbank A Type Equity -0,27842 -132,569 0,18594
Tacirler Securities A Type Variable -0,28139 -102,365 0,30682
Acar Yatırım Securities A Type Equity -0,34901 -114,909 0,25143
Denizbank A Type Equity -0,38133 -119,457 0,23319
Is Securities A Type Variable -0,40009 -145,417 0,14694
Başkent Securities A Type Variable -0,44802 -104,266 0,29794
Sekerbank A Type Equity** -0,54839 -197,095 0,04964
ING Bank A Type Equıty** -0,58057 -20,005 0,04634
Yatırım Finansman Securities A Type Variable** -0,66458 -222,214 0,02701
Gedik Securities A Type Equity** -0,71032 -223,444 0,02619
Ziraat Securities A Type Variable*** -0,73999 -283,185 0,00494
Vakıflar Bankası A Type Variable*** -0,96918 -411,381 0,00005
Halk Bank A Type Variable** -103,124 -258,618 0,01017
Acar Yatırım Securities A Type Variable*** -111,978 -454,313 0,00001
Tekstilbank A Type Equity** -119,086 -229,811 0,02224
Kare Securities A Type Variable*** -119,176 -263,929 0,00874
Alkhair Capital Securities A Type Variable*** -126,558 -301,749 0,00277
Alternatif Bank A Type Variable*** -182,891 -496,793 0,00000
Meksa Securities A Type Variable*** -189,156 -397,885 0,00009
Alternatif Bank A Type Equity*** -211,741 -555,927 0,00000
Strateji Securities A Type Equity*** -216,151 -443,807 0,00001
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5 Conclusion

In this study, Turkish equity and variable funds’ performances are analysed over the period
from 09 January 2009 to 31 October 2014. During this quantitative easing policy term, Fed
increased money supply in order to lower the interest rates and this excess of money in financial
markets made a significant contribution to capital influx from developed countries to developing
countries. The study period overlaps with the QE era when stock market sizes have improved
remarkably. Over this period, Turkish stock market returns could outperform many developed
and developing stock market indices. Turkish equity and variable fund performances and funds
managers’ performances were analysed in this study by using Sharpe ratio (1966), Treynor ratio
(1965), Jensen alpha (1968) and Treynor&Mazuy (1966) regression analysis method. There are
different types of funds such as equity, mixed, bonds, variable and so on. This study solely
investigates performances of equity funds and variable funds since these funds contain more
stock shares in their portfolios, hence more volatility and risk. In Turkey, there are 29 equity
funds and 48 variable funds based on the data as of 31 October 2014. In this study, those
funds, which were closed, newly founded or that merged with other funds during this period
were not covered. Also those funds that had less than 50% equity shares in their portfolio
were not studied. Afterwards, 15 equity funds and 18 variable funds were filtered to study
with. BIST100 Index and TKYD O/N Net Repo Index are employed as the benchmark index
and risk-free rate, respectively. In order to find fund performances, we have utilized Sharpe
(1966) and Treynor (1965) ratio. Funds that have higher Sharpe and Treynor ratios have
better risk-adjusted performances. For Sharpe Ratio, Strateji Securities A-type Equity Fund,
Alternatif Bank A-type Equity Fund, Alternatif Bank A-type Variable Fund, Gedik Securities
A-type Equity Fund and Finans Yatırım Securities A-type Variable Fund have the highest
performances. For Treynor ratio, Strateji Securities A-type Equity Fund, Alternatif Bank A-
type Variable Fund, Alternatif Bank A-type Equity Fund, Garanti Bank A-type Variable Fund
and Gedik Securities A-type Equity Fund have the highest performances. Moreover, we have
used Jensen alpha (1968) for selective ability and Treynor&Mazuy (1966) regression analysis
model for market timing ability of fund managers. Jensen (1968) alpha indicates that fund
managers don’t have selective ability, as only five out of 33 funds have positive and statistically
significant alphas, which are Strateji Securities A-type Equity Fund, Gedik Securities A-type
Equity Fund, Finans Yatırım Securities A-type Variable Fund and Finansbank A-type Equity
Fund and Alternatif Bank A-type Variable Fund. Regression analysis of Treynor&Mazuy (1966)
indicates market timing ability of fund managers. Eight out of these 33 funds have positive
market timing ability, but merely three of them are statistically significant. Eczacıbaşı A-
type Variable Fund is statistically significant at 1% level, Yapı Kredi A-type Variable Fund is
statistically significant at 5% level and Eczacıbaşı A-type Equity Fund is statistically significant
at 10% level. According to these results, Turkish equity and variable fund managers, in general,
lack both selectivity skills and market timing ability during the quantitative easing era.
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A Research on the Perception Level of the
Success Criteria of Learning Organizations
among a Group of Physicians and Nurses
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Abstract

According to results in research considering learning organizations the humankind’s
unused potential can be brought to light if employees achieve personal development. Mak-
ing the continuous development a way of life will improve the performance of employees
and the performance of the organization in particular. A company’s philosophy based
on continuous learning will lead to an advantage for the learning organizations, which
constantly increase their abilities of directing their future in the competition. We believe
that the ‘learning organizations’ is a management model that should be employed partic-
ularly in the health care institutions. This way, each topic can be examined, tested for
improvement and continuous development can be maintained. Thus, the purpose of our
project is to make the common vision, personal ability, learning in a team and systematic
thinking accepted as basic skills and to define the perception level of the success criteria
of the learning organizations among the groups of physicians and nurses working in the
health care organizations, which should be learning organizations. This project consists of
two parts: a theoretical part and a fieldwork. The theoretical part uses scientific books,
articles, and researches. As fieldwork, a survey verifies whether physicians and nurses
attending learning organizations match the criteria of success. The survey is conducted
in a group of private hospitals in the city of Istanbul, Turkey.

Keywords: Learning Organizations, Success Criteria, Physicians, Nurses, Hospitals

1 Learning Organizations

Learning organization concept arose in the early 1990s and has become one of the modern
management philosophies, which trace to the present day. In the 1990s, the number of firms
that identify themselves as learning organizations has significantly increased. The companies
such as General Electric, Johnsonville Foods, Quad Graphics, and Pacific Bell in the United
States; Sheemess Steel, Nokia, Sun Alliance, and ABB in Europe; Honda and Samsung in Asia
have been among the early pioneers (Marquardt, 2011).
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Learning organizations aim learning new information constantly, benefit from the informa-
tion they learned, re-evaluate that information in practice, and benefit from the results. They
also provide for the use by rendering all of the other processes that occur with system thinking.

Learning organizations intend to function with the help of courses, which may contribute to
employees’ personal development, so that they conduce toward innovation and transformation.
The transformation should certainly not be only among individuals, it should be revealed
among all employees in the organization, so that team performance would be increased. Thus,
the company may have a competitive advantage in the market, in which it operates.

The main purpose of the learning organizations is to hold the competitiveness and the
productivity at current levels at first and after that to increase them, when there are ambigu-
ous market conditions and unclear technological development circumstances. Senge indicates
that the important thing in organizations is not ”change”, but ”transformation”. The learn-
ing organization concept carried out the concept of ”transformation” rather than ”change”.
At this point, it is useful to highlight the difference of the concepts of ”change” and ”trans-
formation”. Transformation takes place in essence; change however is the reaction, shown to
external influences. While ”change” accommodates the company to the changing conditions,
”transformation” creates change by hosting the dynamics of the change within.

Therefore, a learning organization aims to become a dynamic and a constantly evolving
organization that is open for learning and personal development, in which employees can clearly
demonstrate their ideas. It is very important in terms of the learning organization to question
of each subject in all processes, to ensure compliance with the objectives and to emphasize
the necessity of continuous learning. Lifelong learning can be explained essentially as people’s
awareness of new skills for learning needs, acquirement new information and development of
new behaviors and approaches in their lives from ’cradle to grave’ (Garcarz, Chambers, and
Ellis, 2003).

If the awareness of continuous learning cannot be created in a company, the existence of
that company cannot even be a matter of discussion in today’s conditions. Therefore, the
development should be started first from the employees within the system. The company must
ensure people in the company to develop themselves, trainings should be organized that will
help them to realize their weaknesses and strengths and as a result of these trainings people
must perceive the organization as a system. A learning organization encourages learning at
all stages of the organization, making the development of its employees, open communication
and constructive dialogue a priority (Koçel, 2014). Thus, it opens the way for organizational
learning by creating an environment that allows the development of individuals, who have the
potential to create a system within a process of constant transformation.

2 Basic Principles of Learning Organizations

According to Senge (1990), there are five disciplines of learning organizations. (In this sense,
discipline refers to the systematic of science or an understanding of a thought). These disci-
plines are considered as personal mastery, mental models, shared vision, team learning, and
systems thinking. It is vital for an organization to possess all these five disciplines, developing
together. It is much more difficult to integrate all the disciplines together rather than imple-
menting them separately. However, the organizations that can achieve this will be learning
organizations. For this purpose, the fifth discipline ‘systems thinking’ will help the organiza-
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tions to bind other disciplines together and to combine them as a whole. Organizations may
only learn through individuals. Individual learning does not guarantee organizational learning,
but without individual learning, organizational learning cannot be realized.

2.1 Personal Mastery

People with high personal mastery level constantly improve their ability of creativity. From their
continuous learning effort arises the spirit of learning organization. Learning organizations are
characterized by the presence of a high degree of empowerment and personal learning (Sarlak,
2010).

Personal mastery is a discipline that constantly provides openness and depth to the views
of people, develops patience, and allows people to see the facts objectively. Thus, it forms a
basis to the learning organization. The willingness and the capacity to learn of an organization
cannot be greater than its own members (Senge, 1990).

People in high personal mastery levels are in a constantly learning trend. Senge (1992),
indicates that personal mastery is not a characteristic owned by people, but a process and a
lifelong discipline. It also encourages the personal motivation to learn how activities affect an
organization.

2.2 Mental Models

Mental models affect our conception of the world as well as our actions as ingrained assump-
tions, generalizations, and even imaginations, which are stuck at the back of our minds. For
competitive advantage mental models create a unique resource for managers, by helping them
to clarify assumptions, to explore the contradictions in assumptions and to think about new
strategies based on new assumptions.

According to Senge (1990), even though people do not act upon the theory they defend, they
act upon the mental models they possess. The more people reveal their different points of view of
the world and develop efficient discussion capabilities, the more their decision-making processes
go through a transformation. Mental models have the ability to eliminate the prejudices found
in people’s mentality. Developing the capacity to work with mental models in an organization
requires either the development of new skills or the implementation of institutional innovations,
which will ensure these skills in everyday life.

Mental models are ”equivalent to the concept of paradigm because both paradigm and
mental models represent an integrative set of ideas and practices that shape the ways people
view and interact with the world.” (Senge, 2012). Managers are often locked into a mentality
due to which they inclined to separate out information that does not fit their current paradigm.
In order to avoid this, managers have to break the old paradigm and stay outside their critical
mental models to conform to a varying reality. As managers become ”paradigm-busters” (Senge,
2012), they are prepared for constant challenges and have an imagination of ’new ways to
understand the world that do not logically follow from past beliefs’ (Wit and Meyer, 2004).

2.3 Shared Vision

Shared vision is vital for learning organizations, because it provides focusing and required
energy for learning. Although it is possible to learn how to comply with others without vision,
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creative learning only takes place when people give effort to achieve something that is very
important for them. Shared visions emerge from personal visions. Organizations, which give
importance to have a shared vision, create the environment that allows employees to develop
continually their own personal vision.

Personal mastery is the foundation of vision development. People with personal mastery
focus on the realization for the vision and can take the necessary decisions with courage. The
vision of a company can become effective, only when information is shared throughout the
organization (Senge, 1990). Shared vision also encourages future works.

2.4 Team Learning

Teams have a very important role in learning organizations, where continuous learning and
regeneration for people is within possibility. In such an environment, people are in a mu-
tual communication continuously. Today, new technologies, new tools, new opportunities, and
cooperation are needed in the provision of health services in an effective and efficient manner.

According to the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations Anony-
mous (2002), teamwork is defined as a basic parameter to ensure optimum quality and safety
for patient care.

In some studies, the four benefits of the efficacy of teamwork are shown as; learning and de-
velopment, resource management, task performance and communication. Moreover, teamwork
in health care has demonstrated very successful results (Ingram and Desombre, 1999).

Through techniques like dialogue and skillful discussion, teams transform their collective
thinking, learning to mobilize their energies and ability greater than the sum of individual
members’ skills. Team learning builds on the discipline of personal mastery. It is a process for
developing the capacity of a team to reach the goals, which its members really want. While
individual learning at one level is important, it is inconsequential at another level. Individuals
may learn, but for the organization as a whole, there is no organizational learning. Therefore,
teams become the essential ingredient, a ”microcosm” for learning (Senge, 1990).

2.5 Systems Thinking

Development of the five disciplines in one organization is vital. Integration of all disciplines with
each other will be much more difficult than the implementation of each individually. (Senge,
1992) addresses ”systems thinking”, which is based on ”holistic thinking” as the fifth discipline,
because he accepts that systems thinking fuses disciplines together and combines disciplines as
a whole.

Systems thinking has its roots in the General System Theory, which was advanced by
Ludwig von Bertalanffy in the 1940s and furthered by W. Ross Ashby in the 1950s. This
theory is telling us that the whole is more than the sum of its components by empowering
other disciplines. In addition, this discipline shows us that the essential characteristics of a
system are not determined by the sum of its parts, but by the process of interactions between
those parts. Thus, systems thinking is fundamental to any learning organization as it is used
to implement the disciplines. Without it, each of the disciplines alone would not achieve their
goals consequently.

System thinking is the reference point of a learning organization, integrating the four dis-
ciplines and is a way of discovering solutions to modern complex problems. This discipline
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enables interrelationships between systems and teams; it concurrently allows the organization
to understand the external environment.

3 Success Criteria in Learning Organizations

Measuring learning in learning organizations is very difficult. However, the positive develop-
ments that occurred in the organization can provide information about whether the organization
has succeeded in becoming a learning organization.

The most effective behaviors for success criteria of an organization in terms of learning can
be ranked as; people’s communication style, their attitude that they exhibit in the presence of
changes within the organization, the use of information within the organization, their attitude
mistakes and the reward system within the organization.

Apart from the rules for developing behaviors there are also a set of criteria for a learning
organization, to be established within the organization, to become successful. These criteria
are:

• Spread Levels of Strategy and Vision: One of the success criteria of learning organi-
zations is strategic thinking and vision. Shared vision is of vital importance for learning
organizations, because it provides focus and energy for learning. Although it is possible
to learn how to comply with the others without vision, creative learning occurs only when
people make an effort to achieve something that is very important for them. As infor-
mation is renewed, vision is constantly revised and improved. However, it is important
sharing the created strategies and visions with people and having these visions embraced
by the people in an organization. The vision of the organization should be conveyed to
all employees and make them aware of the vision. A vision teaches employees how to
concentrate on learning in the organization.

• Knowledge Acquisition and Information Sharing: Organizational learning is de-
fined as to collect information and methods by companies about their activities and to
organize and use this information to increase the efficiency of the employees. Accord-
ing to Fiol and Lyles (1985), organizational learning is ”the improvement of activities
by understanding the created and developed knowledge”. Huber (1991) indicates that
learning depends on the effectiveness of organizational behavior, obtained via processing
information in an organization. Therefore, organizations, which encourage organizational
learning and forming units to develop strategies, have been named as learning organiza-
tions. Managers in learning organizations must constantly be busy in activities aimed at
creating new knowledge and should provide the necessary environment for the formation
of these activities.

• Change Management and Perspective to Change: Changes in organizations refers
to transportation of any event or activity from one point to another. The constant
change represents a recurring change in the circumstances related to the organization or
the person bringing the organization or the person to a new position.

• Individual Development and its Contribution to Organizational Development:
Consistent development is shown as one of the basic concepts of learning organizations.
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Each individual of the organization is encouraged to learn, methods are created for ac-
quiring knowledge and skills for all employees, and learning is realized through individuals
(Argyris and Schön, 1996). Managers should create an environment that will give em-
ployees opportunity to improve themselves and facilitate learning.

• Learning with Experiences and Perspective on Mistakes: Learning occurs with
the addition of new information on the existing information. Organizations should re-
view their achievements and failures regularly and evaluate them in a systematic manner
because they should be able to record the obtained results in a way that all employees
can attain. Additionally, the lessons learned from the mistakes in an organization provide
learning as well. Experiences should be transferred to other employees to avoid a repeti-
tion of the same mistakes. In a learning organization, employees should not be punished
for the mistakes they make, but they should be able to take lessons from them.

• Creating Organizational Memory: All information obtained in the organization, is
stored in the memory of the organization to be used again where necessary. It seems
very important to establish the organizational memory to access the information and use
them when required. It is the same for outdated information as well. Organizational
memory leads to a mechanism for reducing costs in the organization and for effective
decision-making.

• Rate and Compliance of Technology Utilization: Learning organizations use tech-
nology to obtain information, use information, store information and transfer it to all
the employees. Information and technology systems used in learning organizations are
defined as systems, which use, obtain, develop, regulate, and store information in memory
for future use. Information system in a learning organization trains employees, provides
coordination and cooperation in working with other employees.

• Supporting and Rewarding Employees: A tie will be established between organi-
zation and the individual by providing an environment for achieving self-growth, and
rewarding success. As a result, employees will show more effort in order to create a
learning organization.

• Role of Leader and Team Work in Learning Organization: In learning organi-
zations, managers are required to possess a perspective based on general success and
achievement within the organization, rather than on individual success and achievement.
This perspective brings with it a leadership concept that is unique to learning organiza-
tions. Leadership is obtained through personal traits, rather than through hierarchical
position, and it endures its influence with the factors of creativity and change. Learning
organizations, within the scope of continuous change philosophy, aim to achieve infor-
mation exchange within the organization through keeping its communication channels
open and empowering its employees. Garvin, Edmondson, and Gino (2008) noted that
behaviors of powerful leaders develop organizational learning.

• Systems Thinking: Systems thinking is an integral concept within the organization.
Systems thinking considers all activities within all processes of the organization, which
seem irrelevant to each other, as a whole. Systems thinking is the one that holds other
disciplines together. Systems thinking keeps other disciplines ready to use by integrating
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them. Systems thinking tries to strengthen other disciplines (personal mastery, mental
models, shared vision, team-learning), and thus, provides more contribution to the organi-
zation. Specifically, a study by Akhtar, Arif, Rubi, and Naveed (2011) noted that only two
dimensions of organizational learning had positive impact on organizational performance,
namely inquiry and dialogue and systems connection. Supported by Jyothibabu, Farooq
and Pradhan (2010), inquiry and dialogue promotes thinking collectively and communi-
cation which contributes positively to organizational performance. Additionally, systems
connection had a similar impact on organizational performance as employees were found
to be well-versed internally and externally with their surrounding environments and were
able to establish link between the two (Akhtar, Arif, Rubi, and Naveed, 2011).

4 Learning Organizations in terms of Hospitals

Today, the importance of new technology, new instruments, new applications, and knowledge
has been important in order to provide efficient healthcare services. Among the services that rely
on knowledge, healthcare services might be the most important services. Healthcare employees,
who carry these knowledge-intensive, labor-intensive, and technology-based services, must be
open to change and innovations in order to achieve success.

Qualitative healthcare service could only be achieved, by the leadership of managers, physi-
cians, nurses, and other healthcare personnel. Leadership in healthcare services is important
in terms of following innovations and adapting to the current situations. In order to provide
qualitative healthcare services and work efficiently, healthcare employees need leaders, who are
cooperative, empowering, and good communicators.

Another way of increasing efficiency and effectiveness is developing new organizational struc-
tures. Difficulty of struggling with increasing costs and varying quality makes continuous
research and continuous learning obligatory, thus, it forces hospitals to become learning or-
ganizations (Mahler, 2007). It is believed that introducing a learning culture in health care
organizations could improve the quality of professional practice, satisfaction, lifelong learning,
and patient care, while also lowering costs (Bell, Robinson, and See, 2013). However, despite
the impressive documentation on learning organizations, studies on this topic in health care
settings remain scarce in the current literature (Bell, Robinson, and See, 2013). Health care
professionals are also in need of knowledge since their practice requires lifelong learning in order
to improve their competencies and provide effective and quality care for their patients (Tsai,
2014).

Therefore, hospitals must be encouraged to be learning hospitals through developing and
generating learning individuals, groups, and learning culture.

The process of becoming a learning organization for hospitals consists of three steps. The
first step is based on developing learning individuals. The second step is developing learning
teams. Lastly, the third step is establishing the learning organization. Organizations, in which
these steps are not achieved, cannot be named as learning organizations. Creating a learning
organization will be possible if these three steps are completed and internalized. Organizational
learning emerges through shared knowledge, understanding, and behavioral scripts, and it ends
up with organizational gain (Koçel, 2014).
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5 Research

5.1 The Aim of the Research

The aim of this study is to measure the perception level of success criteria and to find out
whether there is a difference between the perception levels of success criteria between doctors
and nurses in learning organizations. Questionnaires were distributed to 404 doctors and nurses
working in three foundation owned hospitals in İstanbul.

The hypotheses used are as follows:

• H1 : There is a difference between the perception levels of success criteria of Phisicians
and nurses.

• H2 : There is a difference between the perception levels of success criteria according to
tenure.

• H3 : There is a difference between the perception levels of success criteria according to
position.

• H4 : There is a difference between the perception levels of success criteria according to
gender.

5.2 The Design of the Research

Explanatory and analytical research design has been used in this study. Since it is carried out
in the natural environment of the hospitals, it is a field survey. The questionnaire consists of
two parts: First part includes demographic question and the second part includes perception
levels of success criteria. Second part of the questionnaire was prepared by the author based on
the basic principles of learning organizations and success criteria variables advocated by Senge.
Likert scales were used for the items in the questionnaire with five point scale (”totally agree”,
”agree”, ”undecided”, ”disagree” and ”totally disagree”).

5.3 Unit of Analysis

The unit of analysis of this research is individuals, who are the physicians and nurses of the
foundation-owned hospital group.

5.4 Method

The data received from the questionnaires returned by the doctors and nurses from the above-
mentioned hospitals were subjected to statistical analysis using SPSS(21.0) Program. Reliabil-
ity test (Crohnbach alpha), factor analysis and t-test was used in the analysis of the data.

5.5 Analysis of Results

Out of 404 questionnaires 385 questionnaires were filled properly; therefore 385 questionnaires
were used for statistical analysis. The reliability coefficient of the questionnaire was found to
be 0,951. Demographic characteristics of 385 people in total are shown in Table (1).
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Figure 1: Demographic Characteristics

Table 1: Reliability Test

TESTS VALUE LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

CRONBACH’S ALPHA 0.951 0.05

Reliability analysis coefficient (Cronbach Alpha) of perception level of success criteria within
learning organizations for physicians and nursing occupations is determined as 0.951, which
refers to a high internal consistency.

It is seen that questionnaire items are related to each other, and, thus, they are forming
groups among themselves. The items gathered under a common dimension are named as factor.
Five factors were found according to the factor analysis done in this study. Variables having
eigenvalues greater than 1 were taken into consideration.

Table 2: Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Barlett Test

TESTS VALUE LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE

KMO 0,918 > 0,005
BARTLETT 0,00 < 0,005

As it is seen in Table (2), KMO measurement value and Bartlett test results are significant
for factor analysis.

As it is seen in Table (3), the five factors found in factor analysis explain %53.744 of the total
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Table 3: Obtained Factors in Factor Analysis
FACTORS EIGENVALUE PERCENTAGE

OF VARIANCE
CUMULATIVE
PERCENTAGE
OF VARIANCE

1 14.687 31.249 31.249
2 3.338 7.101 38.35
3 2.847 6.058 44.408
4 2.548 5.421 49.83
5 1.84 3.914 53.744

variance. These five factors obtained through component analysis and rotation were named.
The aim of applying rotation technique is to name these factors in a meaningfully. Specifically,
the items numbered with 43, 45, 42, 40, 44, 46, 39, 47, 41, 38 constitute the first factor, which
is based on development criteria. The items numbered with 20, 19, 18, 21, 22, 23, 16 constitute
the second factor, which is based on team criteria. The items numbered with 10, 11, 13, 12,
7, 9, 8, 6 constitute the third factor, which is based on strategy criteria. The items numbered
with 30, 29, 32, 31, 28, 33, 26, 27 constitute the fourth factor, which is based on change criteria.
Lastly, the items numbered with 35, 36, 34, 37 constitute the fifth factor, which is based on
knowledge criteria.

It was seen that the five factors are statistically significant, and they are normally dis-
tributed. Thus, parametric tests were applied.

Figure 2: Independent Sample t Test

As it is seen in figure (2), development factor is not statistically significant on the perception
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of success criteria in terms of tenure, position, and gender variables. Team factor is only
significant for position variable. Specifically, there is a statistically significant difference between
employees and managers in terms of the perception of success criteria. However, there is not
a statistically significant difference for the perception of team factor according to gender and
tenure. It was concluded that strategy factor is not statistically significant on the perception of
success criteria in terms of tenure, position, and gender variables. It was concluded no significant
differences in perception of success criteria according to the title, position, and gender variables.
Knowledge factor is only significant for position variable. However, there is not a statistically
significant difference for the perception of knowledge factor according to gender and tenure.

Development, strategy, and change factors are not statistically significant on the success
perception of physicians and nurses depending on tenure, position, and gender variables. More-
over, it was found that perception levels are close to each other. However, it was found that
subordinates’ perception levels of knowledge and team factors are statistically higher than those
of managers.

6 Conclusion

Changing environmental conditions and developing technologies bring the necessity of learning
for organizations in order to survive. In order to comply with the developments in the environ-
ment and technology, organizations are required to possess skills that help its learning process.
Individuals reached to personal mastery are in the act of continuous learning. Knowledge and
experiences of these people might become important for the organization to develop new and
successful solutions during the emergencies. Principally, concepts related to the principals of
learning organizations are not new to the organizational scholars. Innovativeness of Senge’s
learning organizations approach is based on that his success of achieving a holistic perspective
by examining these concepts all together. In addition to the behaviors necessary for the suc-
cess of the learning organization, there are other criteria, which are required to be developed
within the organization. These criteria are leadership, teamwork, continuous acquisition of new
knowledge, dissemination the knowledge acquired, and establishment of the sufficient technical
framework for accessing to the knowledge.

In this study, surveys obtained from physicians and nurses working in a hospital group were
analyzed. In the application, measurement of the success perception criteria for physicians and
nurses in learning organizations was aimed.

Development, strategy, and change factors are not statistically significant on the success
perception of physicians and nurses depending on tenure, position, and gender variables. More-
over, it was found that perception levels are close to each other. However, it was found that
subordinates’ perception levels of knowledge and team factors are statistically higher than those
of managers.

There is not a statistically significant difference between physicians and nurses, and the
reason behind this might be attributed to the fact that both groups have higher education
levels. Furthermore, the reason behind subordinates’ higher perception toward knowledge and
team factors might be based on the following factors such as increasing education levels among
nurses, especially among young nurses, continuous internal trainings, support given to graduate
and Ph. D. education, and encouragement toward participation in scientific conferences.

Consequently, concepts related to the principals of learning organizations are not new to
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the organizational scholars; however, philosophy of learning organization should be a lifestyle
for every healthcare personnel. Issues of potential improvements and how these improvements
might be achieved should be analyzed continually. In every healthcare organization, due to
the nature of the healthcare services, making learning an important part of the organizational
culture, with the help of individuals reached to personal mastery level, will assist hospitals to
provide higher quality services.

We made this study with the assumption that group hospitals are learning organizations.
In further researches, it should also be considered whether there is a difference in terms of
the perception of levels among physicians and nurses, as well as other staff groups, such as
caregivers and sisters in a hospital.
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Abstract

This paper presents a case that Asian regionalism is possible provided India and China
cooperate with each other and this process is also supported by the ASEAN. While ac-
cepting practical intricacies related to Sino-India relation that is discussed in this paper,
an attempt is made to look beyond the dominant, prevalent and generally acceptable dis-
course on this subject. The paper also has policy suggestions based on neo-functionalist
approach of regional integration. It is argued that cooperation in functional areas might
potentially pave the way for Asian regionalism with involvement of India, China and
ASEAN.

Keywords: South Asia, Southeast Asia, ASEAN, Asian Regionalism, Sino-India Rela-
tions

1 Introduction: Theoretical Perspectives on Regional-

ism

Before World War II regionalism was commonly accepted as state’s strategy to promote trade
at the regional level. Therefore study of regionalism was predominantly regarded as a subject
of economics but European integration has changed this conventional academic understanding
on regionalism (Fawcett, 2012). The success of European integration generated interest in
academic community drawing attention of scholars from different disciplines and mostly from
International Relations (IR). With growing interest and development of regional integration
study two significant established notions were challenged. Firstly, European integration has
had academically confronted traditional perception that regionalism is endorsed by nation-
states only for economic motives. Secondly, it had contested the Federalist assumption that
regional cooperation is primarily pushed and directed by supra-national organisation. European
integration made the international community to realise the fact that cooperation in functional
areas critical for nation-states can start the process of integration. Supra-national organisation
could be subsequently established in the process for management and for legally supervising the
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integration process. Critiquing ‘supranational organisation’, Mitrany argued that the League
of Nations (LoN), ”failed not from over strain but from inanition” (Mitrany, 1966). Mitrany
further argued that ”social interdependence is all-pervasive and all-embracing and if it will
be well organised then the political side will also grow as a part of it”. Mitrany developed
functionalist theory of regional integration and he emphasized the relevance of cooperation in
functional areas. ”Functional integration would be pragmatic, technocratic, and flexible; it
would deliberately blur distinctions between national and international, public and private,
and political and non-political” (Mitrany, 1966). E. B. Haas revised functionalist theory of
regional integration and this addition was later known as neo-functionalism. According to
Haas, regional integration cannot be isolated from politics. For Haas, politics is not only a
crude clash of interest; but has the potential of leading to problem solving. He asserted that
interests need not be ”reconciled” if they can be ”integrated” at a higher level by engaging actors
within a working effort (Haas, 1964). In brief, from neo-functionalist perspective cooperation
in functional areas will have spillover effect and will create section of beneficiaries at regional
level who will develop stakes in the process. Functionalist theorists assume that with passage
of time, political elites will develop their own self-interest in such a regional project and will
support regional integration.

Functionalism and neo-functionalism are most accepted theories of regional integration but
other schools of thought of IR have also put forth theoretical propositions for explaining regional
integration. In this, Realist school of thought of IR supports the idea of cooperation between
nation-states for balance of power (Morgenthau, 1967). With time relevance of alliance has
not faded and in contemporary era alliance is advocated for balance of the threat (Walt, 1990).
Likewise, estimation of relative gains also enthused states to cooperate with each other (Grieco,
1988). Taking cognisance of post-cold war world order, Robert Gilpin is of the view that
regionalisation is a mechanism for state to insulate itself from uncertainties that are associated
with globalisation. State prefers to be a part of a regional organisation for safeguarding its own
interest in the globalised world (Gilpin, 2011).

Liberal school of thought of IR believes that cooperation between states is possible by estab-
lishing institutions. According to liberal scholars, international institutions that are established
with set of rules and regulations help states in overcoming those uncertainties, which are inher-
ent in anarchic world order. In this regard, liberals support cooperation between states through
international institutions and accept cooperation as a political act of the state. According to
Keohane, ”cooperation by contrast is highly political”. He further argued ?cooperation should
not be viewed as the absence of conflict but rather as a reaction to conflict or potential conflict.
Without the specter of conflict there is no need to cooperate? (Keohane, 1984). While strongly
defending cooperation between states, liberals also support the idea of regional cooperation
and much of rationale for it is based in the regime theory. Liberals assume that increasing
transnational economic, political and cultural flows will alter the conventional understanding
of national interest and will increase compliance by offering focal points ((Wunderlich, 2008);
(Mansfield and Solingen, 2010)).

Briefly, we can conclude that major schools of thought in IR support cooperation between
states both at international and regional levels. Reasons for accepting significance of regionalism
are different but there is a general consensus that it is advantageous. This is also a valid
argument both for India and China. These two Asian giants are now participating in several
multilateral forums and have shown enthusiasm towards regionalism. Therefore, it does not
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make sense as to why these two cannot cooperate with each other to promote Asian regionalism.
Notably, India’s role in Southeast Asia and China’s role in South Asia is well established and
acknowledged but prevalent opinion is that ‘Dragon’ and ‘Elephant’ are indulging in a strategic
competition in these two regions. Although there is no authentic evidence suggesting that race
for acquiring prominence in Southeast and South Asia by China and India have led to any
direct confrontation between the two Asian powers. Both India and China are cautious about
dealing with each other in these two prominent regions of Asia. Consciously avoiding direct
conflict is a mature decision and political understanding between two sides at this stage open a
prospect of bilateral cooperation. In this if ASEAN will also join India and China then dream
of Asian regionalism could be achieved. Said this, this is not an easy task and first we have
to seriously contemplate as what issues can bring these two countries together in near future.
This paper suggests that there is a possibility of interregional cooperation in functional areas
between India, China and ASEAN.

2 Analysing Practical Aspects of Cooperation

Idea of cooperation due to its normative appeal is not often rejected directly by a state. How-
ever, acceptance of this idea largely depends on its practicality and state’s own calculations
about prospects of cooperation. It is even more difficult to pursue such an idea at regional level
because neighbours have larger influence on a country compared to something that happens in
a far-off region. A good example of this is the integration process of Europe.

Winston Churchill was amongst those pioneers who proposed concept of ‘United States of
Europe’ in his speech at University of Zurich in 1946.

“It is to recreate the European family, or as much of it as we can, and to provide
it with a structure under which it can dwell in peace, in safety and in freedom. We
must build a kind of United States of Europe”(The European Commission, 2014).

However, when process was initiated for European integration with presentation of Schuman
Plan, Britain did not join the negotiations. Britain wanted to maintain its independent identity
in Europe and also at the international level, which it calculated would be affected by being a
member of Europe based organisation where it has limited maneuvering power (Milward, 2005).
Interestingly, Britain did not change its position even after elections of 1951 when Conservative
Party won and Mr. Winston Churchill once again became the Prime Minister (Dinan, 2004).
This example proves how states can change views with regard to cooperation and regional
integration.

Cooperation between two big states that are competing for same space is even more difficult
to attain. India and China are two big countries in their respective regions and are not fully
comfortable with each other in their regions of influence. In this context proposal of cooperation
between them needs to be properly evaluated before such a scheme is presented for serious
deliberation. A good proposal of cooperation between India and China cannot be prepared
while ignoring political realities between these two countries. Here neo-functionalist lens can
be applied because this theory does not ignore politics, at the same time it supports regional
cooperation in functional areas that ultimately have a spill over effect. Neo-functionalism also
assumes that regional cooperation in functional areas will create beneficiaries i.e. those who
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will develop an interest in such regional projects. Thus, these direct beneficiaries of regionalism
will potentially oppose any move of states to sabotage future and ongoing regional projects.
This was quite evident in case of France when in 1965 French President Charles de Gaulle
was under pressure by own his domestic constituencies, which included a strong peasant lobby,
to accept the proposal of Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). French President had raised a
number of objections on CAP and criticized functioning of the European Economic Community
(EEC). After facing resistance from his own countrymen, President Charles de Gaulle softened
his position on CAP (Lindberg, 1966).

There are ample of literature supporting the view that India and China are two big countries
and competition between them is natural. Similarly it is reiterated that elites of both the coun-
tries do not have a common socio-political perspective and their world views are also different.
Hence, power politics mars the prospect of long-term permanent cooperation between India
and China. Without rejecting claims of competition, it is equally true that Beijing and New
Delhi are cooperating on international issues of common interest. Even though convergences
are limited to certain areas, it gives a realistic base for our argument of cooperation between
India and China that otherwise may appear as hypothetical. In next part of this paper we will
briefly highlight contemporary contours of India-China relations.

3 Sino-India Relations: From Bilateralism to Multilat-

eralism

India and China represent two ancient civilisations that co-existed in peace during the ancient
time (Zhu, 2011). India was first country outside the communist bloc that recognised com-
munist China. Both these countries showed commitment for peace and friendship and signed
Panchsheel Agreement in 1954. The relationship from 1954 to present day passed through
several phases with worst been witnessed in 1962 when India and China had a war over border
dispute. Even today border issues between India and China are unresolved. Despite these
apparent problems of ‘disputed borders’ it is also a fact that at present China is amongst the
top five trading partners of India. Likewise, India is amongst the ten largest trading partners of
China. There is a convincing and good trade relation between these two countries, which in all
likelihood will become stronger in future. It is projected that there can be two scenarios: one is
‘Chindia’ where both the countries emerge as new centres of the world economy. Second could
be India-China scenario where there is a possibility of increase in North-South trade rather
than South-South trade (Boillot and Labbouz, 2006). In the second scenario it is projected
that Sino-India bilateral trade will not increase substantially in future but at the same time
volume of trade between the two will also not going to decrease. Therefore from economic
perspective it is been argued that India and China will avoid any major political and military
confrontations in future. This is because both these growing economies will avoid any negative
image that will affect their own economic prospects. Scholars are of the view that political co-
operation for economic benefits will characterise the Sino-India relations in near future (Rusko
and Sasikumar, 2007).

While discussing bilateral relationship of India and China it is also important to highlight
that ”between India and China they have a population of 2.5 billion, whose ”creative energies”
are being unshackled and only a cooperative relationship would ensure that both could benefit
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from the Asian economic resurgence” Acharya (2008). This indicates that without a healthy
closeness between India and China, it is impossible to realise the dream of an Asian century.
Both sides also acknowledge the relevance of their partnership and this is accepted in the
joint statement issued by India and China during the visit of Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao to
India in 2005, ”the two sides agreed that India-China relationship has now acquired a global
and strategic character1”. Moving ahead another joint declaration was issued in 2013 this time
on the occasion of the visit of Chinese Premier Li Keqiang to India. The joint statement
of 2013 accommodated several points highlighting willingness of Beijing and New Delhi to
work in conjunction in international fora on issues of common interests. As per the joint
declaration, ”strengthen coordination and cooperation in multilateral forums including Russia-
India-China, BRICS, and G-20 to jointly tackle global issues ... and to establish a fair and
equitable international political and economic system2”.

Another shot in the arm to bilateral ties of India and China was Chinese President Xi
Jinping’s visit to India in 2014 when he unveiled his intention to make massive investments in
India. The visiting Chinese President announced $ 20 billion worth of investments in India over
the next five years. This was a milestone in Sino-India relations and it came with an admission
that both countries are emerging economic powers and it is a time for them to cooperate closely.
This cooperation is vital because economic growth of both India and China is not insulated
from rules and regulations of international trade. It is not necessary that rules and regulations
governing international economic systems be loaded in favour of the emerging powers. Status
quo is generally preferred by established powers and they will resist changing rules of the game
for new emerging powers (Thompson, 2002). This entails cooperation between emerging powers.
Therefore, India and China are rationally expected to collaborate economically and cooperate
politically for safeguarding and promoting their economic interests at the international level.
While talking of cooperation at international level it is a fact that first test of this relationship
will be in Asia as how India and China could cooperate with each other particularly at the
regional level- this will pave the way for Asian regionalism.

While discussing ‘Asian Regionalism’ we need to be cautious with use of this term. Asia is
a very big continent and consists of several regions. Each region has its own characteristics and
we will be indulging in an adventure if we try to analyse role of India and China in whole of
Asia. In this paper we use the term ‘Asian regionalism’ to refer to our analysis of South Asia
and Southeast Asia. As a matter of fact South and Southeast Asia are ‘integrated regions’ and
have their own regional organisations. Although, level of integration are different for example
Southeast Asia is a better-integrated region than South Asia. Notably South Asia is considered
as one of the least integrated regions of the world in terms of trade in goods, capital and in
involvement of ideas (Ahmad and Ghani, 2007).

4 China’s Role in South Asia

Let us first discuss the case of South Asia. India due to its geographical size, economic growth
and strategic depth is presumed as a regional hegemon and this image of India affects prospects

1This document can be accessed at URL: http://www.mea.gov.in/bilateral-documents.htm?dtl/6577/
Joint+Statement+of+the+Republic+of+India+and+the+Peoples+Republic+of+China

2This document can be accessed at URL: http://mea.gov.in/bilateral-documents.htm?dtl/22379/
Joint+Statement+A+vision+for+future+development+of+IndiaChina+strategic+and+cooperative+partnership
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of South Asian integration (Dash, 2008). Contrary to this prevalent opinion scholars also defend
an affirmative role of India that is related with its powerful position, as being a positive leader
in South Asia (Bhashin, 2008). India is also blamed for not playing a proactive role despite
its powerful position in South Asia, which according to few is essential for regional integration
of South Asia (Prys, 2013). In brief, there are different interpretations about India’s role, for
some it being a big power is detrimental for the regional integration of South Asia whereas
other scholars have different viewpoints on this powerful status of India.

We can critically examine India’s role by looking into the history of South Asian regionalism.
It is a noteworthy fact that small neighboring countries of India had taken the first initiative
for establishing a regional organization of South Asian countries. These small neighbors were
uncomfortable with the size and strategic strength of India and felt a need to coordinate with
each other. This is one of the reasons why New Delhi initially was not enthusiastic about the
idea of South Asian integration. It is also believed that for a long period of time South Asia
was not a priority for New Delhi. Indian foreign policy after independence supported a number
of normative agendas like decolonization, non-alignment and solidarity between Afro-Asian
countries, etc. Interestingly India had a policy for promoting the cause of Asian solidarity but
the same was not true for South Asia. Therefore, initial Indian interventions in its neighborhood
were not primarily intended to win friends but to establish its hegemony (Crossette, 2008).

In fact, regional integration was not in priority for many countries of the world but success
of the European integration in 1970s had changed discernment about regionalism. Cooperation
with neighboring countries at the regional level started getting prominence and New Delhi
was no exception to this new development in international relations. India joined efforts of
its neighbors and showed keenness for regional cooperation and this common South Asian
aspiration led to the formation of South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC)
in 1985. The SAARC for the first time stirred regional consciousness in South Asia but it failed
to translate these creative ideas into practical projects and programmes of integration (Muni
and Jetly, 2008). The question that follows is why SAARC is still struggling to achieve its
set objectives, whereas the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) has been able
to provide a necessary environment to its members stimulating economic growth and fostering
political cooperation.

What has restrained the integration process in South Asia? Analysts have identified a num-
ber of factors for lack of integration in South Asia. Political discord particularly between India
and Pakistan is one of the most serious problems and even creation of SAARC has not improved
this situation. These two neighbours have yet to learn the art of living together. Similarly,
rampant poverty, lack of democracy, despotism, religious fundamentalism, and terrorism are
some of other noticeable factors dampening the prospect of regional integration in South Asia.
Undoubtedly, there have been a sense of pessimism in regard to regional integration in South
Asia; however, the situation is changing since the last decade. There is a silver lining and
this optimism is due to recent economic growth that is being witnessed in every South Asian
country. In fact South Asia is one of the fastest growing regions of the world (see Table 1).

Economic growth of the region is widely believed to have been stimulated after South
Asian economies were integrated with international economy. After the end of cold war, India
and other South Asian countries opted for liberal economic system. The opening of economy
helped in initial growth as visible in terms of growth rate of South Asian countries but now it
requires a regional effort to sustain this growth in the long run. Economic growth in future is
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Table 1: Annual GDP Growth Rate of South Asian Countries (in %) (2008-12)

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012*

Afghanistan 3.6 21 8.4 7.2 11.9
Bangladesh 6.2 5.7 6.1 6.7 6.3

Bhutan 4.7 6.7 11.8 5.6 7.5
India 3.9 8.5 10.5 6.3 5

Maldives 12.2 -4.7 5.7 7.5 5
Nepal 6.1 4.5 4.8 3.9 4.6

Pakistan 1.6 3.6 3.5 3 3.7
Sri Lanka 6 3.5 8 8.3 6.4

Source: World Bank

possible by economic collaboration at the regional level. At this stage, promotion of trade in
the service sector, building of regional infrastructure and creating better regional institutions
will induce economic growth and subsequently it will promote regional integration of South
Asia (Ahmad and Ghani, 2007). In brief, economic growth has opened up an opportunity for
regional integration of South Asia (Tripathi, 2013).

New economic opportunities in South Asia will probably act as a catalyst for regional cooper-
ation but for deep integration, political unanimity and willingness is of paramount importance.
For political integration, firstly India and Pakistan must resolve disputes between them, which
at present appears to be a daunting task. There is always an uncertainty on bilateral coopera-
tion between India and Pakistan but collaboration at multilateral forum will be comparatively
easy to attain. Secondly, India’s image of a big brother has to be changed. Smaller neighbours
of India should feel comfortable with the idea of regional integration and not be apprehensive
of it been an Indian project. In the second scenario, there is a role for China in South Asia but
it has to be first agreed by the New Delhi.

China has always been watchful of South Asia and in last couple of decades there has been
a change in its policy towards the region. Initially China perceived South Asia as a region
dominated by western powers and ideologically opposed to it. ‘China believed that South Asia
was likely to be used by the western powers for undoing China’s communist revolution’ (Singh,
2003). Thus, it was a security centric approach of China towards South Asia that became
India-centric approach after Sino-India war of 1962. After the 1962 war China developed a
closer strategic partnership with Pakistan that is regarded as an anti-India alliance by many
Indian analysts. Although, with time things changed due to development of closer economic
ties between India and China. In short, there remained three different phases of Chinese policy
towards South Asia. Firstly it was the security centric policy towards South Asia that was
changed to an India centric policy but contemporary policy of China towards South Asia is of
neutrality and engagement (Singh, 2003).

Foreign and strategic policy of a country is not permanent. This is a common phenomenon
in international relations and for China big shift started in late 1970s. Promoting economic
interest became guiding principles for Chinese foreign policy and due to this South Asia also
acquired prominence in the overall foreign policy discourse of Beijing. Economic engagement of
China with South Asian countries has increased lately. Chinese trade to South Asia increased
from $40 billion in 2006 to $85 billion in 2011; bilateral investment increased from $500 million
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in 2005 to $2.8 billion in 2010. Seeking profit motivates this massive investment of China
in South Asia (Brunjes, Levine, Palmer, and Smith, 2013). With this substantial economic
investment, China would logically prefer a stable South Asia for safeguarding its economic
interests.

Old paradigms have changed and issues of yore may not be of contemporary relevance.
Keeping in mind the present reality one cannot discard role of China in South Asia. Whether
China is a full-fledged member of SAARC or not its strong presence in South Asian region is
quite visible (China is an observer of SAARC). There is a viewpoint that India’s changed policy
of constructive engagement in South Asia is also due to increasing role of China. It is difficult to
establish these claims that Chinese policy in this region is India centric but it is quite apparent
that China is active in South Asia ((Parajuli, 2010);(Mohan, 2013); (Sitaraman, 2013); (Malik,
2001)). China is making huge economic investments; increasingly making diplomatic moves to
strengthen bilateral ties with South Asian countries that include India. It is also a noticeable
fact that Pakistan and few political groups in Nepal support China’s membership to SAARC
but this proposal do not have support of India. Pakistan’s support for China can be dismissed
as an anti-India position but the same is not the case with other countries of South Asia. In the
recently concluded 18th SAARC summit (2014-Kathmandu) demand for inclusion of China as
a full-fledged member has become more strident. Even though demand of full membership was
not approved, the declaration of 18th SAARC summit accepted enhancing of partnership with
observer countries. Observer countries can now be dialogue partners of SAARC. According to
the 18th SAARC Summit declaration,

“[I]n furtherance of earlier decisions on establishing dialogue partnership with
States outside the region, the Leaders appreciated the Study undertaken by the
SAARC Secretariat to review and analyze the engagement with the existing Ob-
servers to establish dialogue partnership. The Leaders directed the Programming
Committee to engage the SAARC Observers into productive, demand-driven and
objective project based cooperation in priority areas as identified by the Member
States”.3

This is an indication that SAARC is now more open for collaboration with observer countries
and China could play a bigger role in South Asia. China had already taken a number of leads in
this direction. Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Liu Zhenmin who attended 18th SAARC summit
at Kathmandu announced $ 30 billion for infrastructure development in South Asia and 10,000
scholarships to young South Asians (Muni, 2014). China is increasing its engagement in South
Asia and barring India other South Asian countries are not adherently opposed to the idea of
its membership to SAARC.

Since in this paper we are making an argument of Sino-India partnership for Asian re-
gionalism we need to examine reasons for India’s discomfiture with the suggestion of Chinese
membership to the SAARC. It is not that Indian foreign policy is guided by past events and
Indian foreign policy establishment is not willing to look beyond 1962. India has few strong
reasons to be suspicious of China. In this, foremost is Beijing’s strategic closeness with Pak-
istan. Second is linked to border issues. China has resolved boundary disputes with number
of countries including in South Asia but not with India and Bhutan. Thirdly, some of the

3For full declaration is available at:
http://www.narendramodi.in/ebooks/KATHMANDU%20DECLARATION%20d2014112801.pdf
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international positions of China are opposed to India like, ”China did restrain both the Asian
Development Bank and lately even Japan, from supporting projects in India’s northeastern
state of Arunachal Pradesh. China is also opposing Indian oil exploration projects in what it
considers disputed waters of Vietnam in the South China Sea” (Muni, 2014). With all these
issues a cautious approach towards China from New Delhi is not unexpected. There is another
apprehension and it is related to the functioning of SAARC. According to the prominent ex-
pert of South Asia Prof. SD Muni, a full-fledged membership of China to SAARC might create
hurdles in taking prompt decisions. Prof. Muni is indicating to article X of the SAARC charter
that is on decision-making. According to article X (i), ”decision at all levels shall be taken
on the basis of unanimity”. He is also of the opinion that China’s inclusion in SAARC may
stimulate tension between India and Pakistan4.

Without discarding India’s apprehensions in regard to China there is another perspective.
China is a growing world power and in all likelihood it will try to expand its range of influence
just as India is trying to reach Southeast Asian region. Thus, Chinese role in South Asia is
inevitable and with its economic power subsequently it will create a space for itself. If China is
active in South Asian region and India is not averse to the Chinese presence then it opens up
a prospect for cooperation. Earlier we have discussed that cooperation as a concept may not
be objected but states can have its own calculations about such a proposal. In case of China,
Indian position can change provided former also makes similar concessions. Testing ground for
China will be Southeast Asia where it wants to limit Indian involvement. In next part we will
discuss India’s association with countries in the Southeast Asian region.

5 India’s Role in Southeast Asia

We have presented a case that China has a role in South Asia in the changed scenario. Number
of South Asian countries is more than willing to provide space to China in SAARC. Likewise,
it is also important to note that the ASEAN members accept India as their partner. India and
countries of Southeast Asian region shares historical and traditional relationship but there was
considerable gap in this relationship during the cold war. Before collapse of the Soviet Union
(1991), India and many countries of Southeast Asian region had different strategic perspectives.
For ASEAN, India was a friend of the Soviet Union. Similarly, India perceived ASEAN as close
to the Western bloc. Meanwhile international relations have changed after fall of the Berlin
Wall (1989) and it also influenced India’s foreign policy. After collapse of the Soviet Union,
India started establishing new relationships and partnerships in international relations. This
was the time when New Delhi introduced its Look East Policy (LEP) to develop economic
and political ties with the ASEAN (Amador, Bobillo, and Peñalber, 2011). The LEP delivered
and India - ASEAN relationship entered into a new phase of political and economic closeness.
As a result total trade between India and ASEAN that was $ 2.9 billion in 1993, within a
decade it shot up to $ 12.9 billion in 2003 and in 2012 this figure crossed the $ 70 billion
mark. Similar to economic partnership India and ASEAN also developed a strong political and
strategic partnership (see Table 2).

India is an active partner of ASEAN and this relationship in all likelihood will get strength-
ened in future. There are two specific reasons for this fast growing smooth economic and

4Please see Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA) video,
URL: http://www.idsa.in/video/ChinaandSouthAsianCooperation sdmuni
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Table 2: India - ASEAN Relationship

Year Milestones

1992 India became a sectoral dialogue partner of ASEAN

1996 India became a full dialogue partner of ASEAN
1996 India became the member of ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF)

2002 India-ASEAN started annual summit

2005 India became a member of East-Asia Summit

2009 India-ASEAN signed Free Trade Agreement (FTA)

political partnership of India with ASEAN. One, after the breakup of the Soviet Union, India
started looking for new avenues for expanding its economic ventures and political horizons.
Southeast Asia was certainly a region that was most suitable for both economic and political
requirements of India in the post-cold war world order. India had good relations with coun-
tries like Vietnam and it easily established strong diplomatic ties with Cambodia, Laos and
Myanmar. Two, ASEAN member states also embraced India as a country that could provide
a balance to China. India is a strong military and nuclear power of Asia and has considerable
naval presence in Indian Ocean. This makes India a formidable partner for ASEAN members
who are apprehensive of asserting China and also of its monopolistic claim on South China
Sea (Hong, 2007). China is well aware of deepening strategic partnership between India and
ASEAN. For this reason time and again China has attempted to block India’s role in South-
east Asia. For example China is opposed to Indian state owned oil company’s contract for oil
exploration in Vietnamese maritime boundary (Pant, 2013).

Ironically both India and China are not comfortable with each other in South and South-
east Asia almost for similar reasons. Still the case of South Asia is somewhat different from
Southeast Asia because the latter is a better integrated region compared to former. ASEAN is
a notable regional organization carrying weight in international relations and also has a distinct
identity. Therefore, in South Asia we can discuss the role of China but in case of Southeast
Asia it has to be a trilateral cooperation between ASEAN, India and China. Some of the in-
ternational political and economic positions of ASEAN, India and China are similar. All three
are supporters of multilateral world order, impartial and fair international trade regimes, less
interference by global powers in the internal affairs of Asia, etc. These converging positions in
international relations can be a cementing factor between the three. There are other possibili-
ties of deepening economic ties because according to some estimates economies of these three
are all set to double in size to that of the American economy by 2030. The ASEAN, India
and China with their present economic status and by future estimate are likely to dominate
international relations and thus, trio needs to be more active in different international forums
to pursue their agendas and should also contribute in international rule making (Zhang and
Shen, 2012).

Cooperation between India, China and ASEAN is necessary but for this China must accept
India’s role in Southeast Asia. Although, China don’t have much choice provided ASEAN has
already keen on developing closer ties with India. Still Chinese opposition to India in this
region will only make things complicated. On the other hand, we can approach this complex
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situation from a different perspective. Cooperation at international level and economic and
political linkages if not interdependence could possibly bring India and China close to each
other. Such cooperative ventures will make India comfortable while dealing with China and
vice-versa. On a more optimistic note, we can hypothesize that if China accepts and also
facilitates a bigger role for India in Southeast Asia it will only help in promoting closer ties
between the two countries and may prove advantageous for Asian regionalism. It is difficult to
assume that without a complementary role for both China and India in South and Southeast
Asia; Asian regionalism would meet projected targets (Francois, Pradumna, and Wignaraja,
2009).

It is also argued in this paper that nations do not remain reluctant to the idea of cooperation
but circumstances sometimes influence their decisions. This paper presents that India and
China have covered a long distance in their bilateral relations. The old memories of border
disputes doesn’t eclipse present ties between India and China; instead pragmatism is the guiding
principle of contemporary partnership. It has also been established that China is actively
engaged in South Asia and regarded as an important economic partner by all the South Asian
countries. Similarly, the Indian role is also projected in Southeast Asia. Additionally, South
and Southeast Asia by virtue of their economic growth are now in a position to influence the
international economic system, provided the two giants i.e. India and China along with ASEAN
cooperate with each other in promoting Asian regionalism.

Next question is how to proceed in the direction of interregional cooperation that we believe
will open the prospects for Asian regionalism and here we have to search some functional areas of
cooperation. What will be those areas of functional cooperation, which will link both South and
Southeast Asia by involvement of India, China and ASEAN? Some prospective functional areas
of cooperation such as infrastructure projects, energy security, collaboration in developing green
technology, and collaboration in space technology are discussed in last part of this paper. There
are few suggestions regarding how these functional areas will promote interregional cooperation
between South and Southeast Asia with a definite role for India, China and ASEAN. Further
research is required for making more concrete recommendations in regard to functional areas
of cooperation.

6 Prospective Functional Areas of Cooperation

South and Southeast Asia are regarded as two fastest growing regions of the world. These
enhanced economic activities have created several demands at regional level. The first and
foremost is need for improved interregional infrastructure that will connect South Asia to
Southeast Asia. A better physical connectivity is essential for increasing trade and for bring-
ing people close to each other by providing cheap transportation. India, China and ASEAN
can contribute in building this interregional infrastructure with their expertise as well as by
financially supporting such big projects. Likewise, energy security is another sector in which
India, China and ASEAN can work together. India is energy deficient country; also China is
looking for improving its energy security. Southeast Asia can be a source of cheap energy both
for India and China. Competition for securing energy resources between India and China in
Southeast Asia will have its own repercussions on their relationship. Cooperation in this regard
is essential and this is another functional area of cooperation for India, China and ASEAN.

Developing countries of both these regions are under constant international pressure for
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adopting green technology. Particularly India and China comes under the category of highly
polluting countries. India and China have drawn up joint strategies on climate change but
these have been limited to resisting pressure from developed world on cutting the emission
of greenhouse gases. While joint strategies at international forums are justified considering
convergence of interest but this is not a solution to the problem. Climate change is a reality
and green technology is the future. India and China along with ASEAN are capable of working
together on research and projects for development of green technology. The three should
promote joint ventures in the sphere of ‘green industries’. This can become a game changer as
far as the relationship of India and China is concerned.

Another important functional area where there is a possibility of collaboration between In-
dia, China and ASEAN is space technology. India and China have considerable achievement
in space technology and this can appropriately be used for benefit of both the regions. Ad-
vantages of satellites and other space technologies are manifold. Both these regions will derive
immense benefits if India and China were to work together to develop facilities related to space
technology for common use of South and Southeast Asian countries. Collaborative functioning
on sophisticated areas of science and technology will also help in fostering better ties between
these two countries.

Service sector related to information technology, tourism and health could be developed in
both the regions through joint projects supported by India, China and ASEAN.

While arguing for cooperation in functional areas it is also important to note that one should
not make too many ambitious plans but take small steps in the beginning. Success has to be
assessed and shortcomings have to be rectified.

7 Conclusion

To summarize, this paper has four specific points. First, theoretically neo-functionalist per-
spective is applied for supporting the idea of Asian regionalism with an assumption that it is
be possible only by cooperation between India and China and with the support of ASEAN.
Second, there is an important role of China in South Asian regionalism. China is already active
in the region and criticism of India as being a regional hegemon will dilute with China getting
more space in South Asia. Third, India can be supportive of China’s role in South Asia if the
level of cooperation between the two countries improves. For this, China should desist from
blocking India’s role in Southeast Asia and the three (India, China and ASEAN) should work
together in functional areas. Fourth, joint projects in functional areas between India, China
and ASEAN will lead to interregional cooperation and this is the way for Asian Regionalism.
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Özet

Newton paradigmas�n�n �ltresinden dünyaya bakan modernist dü³ünce ak�m� nesnel
ontoloji ve buna ba§l� olarak geli³en mekanik epistemoloji ve enstrümantal praksiyoloji
varsay�m� alt�nda örgütleri birer makina olarak tasavvur etmi³tir. Örgütlerin, denge halini
muhafaza etme e§iliminde, determinist, rasyonel olarak tasarlanm�³, parçalar�n toplam�n-
dan olu³an bir bütün olarak alg�lanmas�, 19.yüzy�ldan itibaren yönetim kuramlar�n�n ³e-
killeni³ini etkisi alt�na alm�³t�r. Ancak, a§ tipi bütünle³menin sonucunda e³i görülmemi³
biçimde kar³�l�kl� olarak ba§l� ve ba§�ml� olunan küresel bir sistemde, umulmayan f�rt�nalar
art�k bir kelebe§in kanat ç�rpmas�yla tetiklenebilmektedir. Ak�³kanlar ça§�nda, muazzam
hacimdeki veri ve enformasyon payla³�larak a§daki aktör say�s� kadar farkl� yorumlar�n
etkile³ime girmesine ve nitel olarak benzersiz hallerin ve anlamlar�n do§mas�na neden ol-
maktad�r. Böyle bir ortamda örgüt ve yönetim çal�³malar�nda modernist ontoloji ve epis-
temolojinin �³�§�nda ilerlemenin mümkün görünmedi§i yönündeki görü³ler güçlenmektedir.
Bu kavramsal çal�³mada, günümüzde ve gelecekte örgüt ve yönetim bilim alan�ndaki ara³-
t�rmalara yön verecek bir yakla³�m olarak, özellikle son yirmi y�ld�r artarak ra§bet gören
kompleksite kavram�n�n varsay�mlar�ndan hareketle ontolojik ve epistemolojik dönü³üm
ihtiyac�n�n te³hisi, makina metaforunun ussal köklerine at�fta bulunularak konulmaya gay-
ret edilecektir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Örgütsel yönetim, kompleksite, do§rusal-olmayan sistemler, mo-
dernizm, ak�³kanl�k, innovasyon

1 Giri³

Son birkaç on y�lda ya³anan geli³meler i³letmecilik faaliyetlerinin yürütüldü§ü küresel orta-
m�n ba³kala³mas�na yol açm�³t�r. Geçmi³i, bilgisayar�n temellerini att�§� kabul edilen Charles
Babbage'�n `Di�erence Engine' ve `Analytical Engine' ad�n� verdi§i, matematiksel hesaplama
yapabilen ve hesaplama sonuçlar�n� haf�zas�nda depolayabilen cihazlar� icat etti§i 1830'lu y�llara
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kadar uzanan teknolojinin geli³imi yeni boyut ve derinlikler kazanarak sürmektedir (Collier ve
Maclachlan, 1998). Kaynak ak�³kanl�§� ve hacmi tarihte benzeri görülmemi³ seviyelere ula³arak
tüm küresel aktörler (belirleyici de§i³kenler) aras�nda etkile³ime dayal� bir a§ örmü³ ve ülke-
leri, toplumlar� ve haliyle tüm örgütsel yap�lar� birbirilerine ba§l� ve ba§�ml� hale getirmi³tir
(Held ve McGrew, 2003); (Kamoche, Cunha, ve Cunha, 2002). De§i³kenler aras�ndaki ba§lan-
t�lar�n do§uraca§� sonuçlar� do§rusal (linear) yakla³�mlar ile öngörebilmenin mümkün olmad�§�
pazar ortam�nda hedef koymak, planlama yapmak, rekabet etmek, büyümek gibi kavramlar�n
irdelenirken geleneksel bak�³ aç�lar�n� terk etmek gerekti§i yönündeki kanaat güçlenmektedir.
Do§rusal olmayan (nonlinear) dinamiklerin sosyal bilimlere, dolay�s�yla da örgütsel yönetim bi-
lim alan�na uyarlanmas�n�n geçerli küresel pazar ko³ullar�nda hayatta kalmay� mümkün k�lacak
örgütsel bünyenin tesis edilmesi için gerekli oldu§u, özellikle son yirmi y�ld�r s�kl�kla vurgulan-
maktad�r.

Görülen o ki, örgüt ve yönetim alan�ndaki çal�³malar�n tarihsel süreçte benimsedi§i meka-
nik ontoloji ve bunun ³ekillendirdi§i mekanik epistemolojinin dayatt�§�, örgütsel görüngünün
uzay-zamanda sistematik olarak birbirine ba§l� nesnel bile³enlerden meydana geldi§i yönün-
deki hakim alg� (Tsoukas ve Cummings, 1997) pek de kolay a³�labilecek gibi görünmemektedir.
Pozitivizmin yüceltti§i rasyonelli§e olan kuvvetli inanç ussal süreçlerde tutunmaya devam et-
mektedir. Bir di§er deyi³le, örgütsel yönetim ile ilintili konularda üretti§imiz �kirler, bundan
sak�nd�§�m�z� sansak dahi, makina metaforundan hat�r� say�l�r derecede etkilenmektedir. Ör-
ne§in, gerek bilimsel yaz�n�n gerekse i³ hayat�ndaki uygulay�c�lar�n söz da§arc�§�n�n en de§erli
birkaç kelimesinden birisi olarak ön plana ç�kan inovasyon (yenile³im) konusundaki söylem-
lerde i³ süreçlerinde yeni kabiliyetler edinmeyi ifade eden etkili olmaktan (e�ectiveness) ziyade
etkinlik (e�ciency) vurgusunun daha ön planda oldu§u gözlemlenebilmektedir.

Modernist dü³ünce ak�m�n�n bir uzant�s� olan neden-sonuç ili³kilerine vak�f oldu§umuz yö-
nündeki varsay�m güncelli§ini muhafaza etmektedir. Morgan (2006)'in ifade etti§i üzere örgüt-
leri betimlerken bir bütün içerisinde, i³levi belirli parçalar�n ait olduklar� yönetsel tasar�m�n
öngördü§ü ³ekilde birbirleri ile mekanik ba§lant� kurdu§u varsay�lmakta ve asl�nda onlardan
bir makinaym�³ gibi bahsedilmektedir. Bir makinadan ne bekleniyor ise örgütlerden de ayn�s�
talep edilmektedir. Bütünü olu³turan aktörlerin tamam�n�n ileti³im a§lar� ile birbirine ba§l�
oldu§u, dolay�s�yla bu aktörlerin herhangi birinin alaca§� karar�n tetikleyece§i olaylar zinciri
neticesinde ilk bak�³ta ilintisiz görünen aktörlerin dahi bu karardan etkilenece§i küresel orta-
m�n varl�§�n� yads�mak mümkün de§ildir. Küresel sistemde akmakta olan muazzam miktardaki
veriyi yorumlayabilen ve anlamland�rabilen bir yönetim dü³üncesi aray�³lar�n�n h�z kazanmas�-
n�n nedeni burada aranabilir.

Sanayi devrimi ile birlikte hayat�n her alan�na nüfuz etmi³ olan makinalar�n sa§lad�§� imkan-
lar, kolayl�klar ve verimlilik art�³�ndan etkilenerek ba³layan makinaya öykünmek belirsizli§in
bir norm haline geldi§i bir ça§da sürdürülemez ise makina metaforu ne ile ikame edilebilir?

Bu kavramsal çal�³mada örgüt ve yönetim bilim alan�ndaki ontolojik ve epistemolojik evrim
ve bunun getirdi§i `interregnum' durumunun izah� amaçlanmaktad�r. Bunun için önce konunun
tarihsel boyutunun irdelenmesi ve yirminci yüzy�l�n ba³lar�ndan itibaren bilimin ve sanat�n her
alan�na hakim olan modernist dü³ünce ak�m�n�n örgüt ve yönetim çal�³malar� üzerindeki etkisi-
nin makina metaforu arac�l�§�yla ortaya konmas�nda yarar vard�r. Ard�ndan ak�³kanl�k kavram�
irdelenerek do§rusal olmayan (nonlinear) kompleks sistemler yakla³�m�n�n örgüt ve yönetim bi-
lim alan�na uyarlanmas�n�n hülasas� yap�larak günümüzdeki belirsiz ontolojik ve epistemolojik
yenilenmenin gere§i te³his edilecektir.
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2 `Her �ey Tahmin Etti§imiz Gibi': Modernizm, Rasyona-

lite ve Mant�k

Rasyonel kelimesinin ça§r�³t�rd�klar� dü³ünüldü§ünde anlam yap�s�n�n kendisinden pek de umul-
mayan bir mu§lakl�k içerdi§i görülmektedir. Rasyonalite, Yunanca'dan gelen kök kelime olan
logos'un (ki bu kelime de bir �il olan toplamak, seçmek, ay�klamak manas�na gelen legein'den
türemektedir) bünyesinde bar�nd�rd�§� çift manal� olma durumunu yans�tmaktad�r (Toulmin,
2001). Kelimenin özü hem, olu³tuklar� ko³ullara ba§l� olarak hareket ve davran�³lar�n gerek-
çelerini (mant�§�n�) aç�klamaya, hem de ölçme ve hesaplamaya dayal� görelili§e (ratio) at�fta
bulunur (Townley, 2008). �lki ba§lama (context) dayal� oldu§u için akla yatk�n ya da man-
t�kl� (reasonable) iken di§eri ölçme ve hesaplama temeline oturmu³ yarg�ya ba§�ml� oldu§undan
rasyoneldir. Dolay�s�yla Toulmin (2001)'e göre rasyonalite kelimesi hem 'kesin olma'y�, hem
de 'mant�kl� olma'y� içerdi§i gibi belirsizlikle ya³amay� da kapsamaktad�r, ki tarihsel olarak
rasyonalitenin bu iki bile³eni aras�nda bir gerginlik oldu§u bilinmektedir (Toulmin, 2001). An-
cak ³u da bir gerçek ki, bu iki bile³en ayn� zamanda iç içe geçmi³tir. Mant�kl� olmak makul
olmay� içerir ve sosyal ileti³imin temelidir. Gözlemlenen bir davran�³ yahut söylemin rasyonel
oldu§unu iddia etmek asl�nda bu hareket ve söylemin buna dahil olmu³ tüm insanlar taraf�n-
dan ele³tirilebilir veya savunulabilir olmas� anlam�na gelir, ki böylece mant�kl� olma zeminine
oturtulabilir (Giddens, 1994). �³letmelerdeki çal�³anlar�n örgütsel uygulamalar� mant�kl� bulma-
d�klar�nda kat�l�mc� ve verimli olmalar�n� beklemek olas� de§ildir. Çal�³anlara sunulan mant�kl�
(makul) sebepler ise al�nan yönetsel kararlard�r, ki bunlar da ekseriyetle ölçme ve hesaplamaya
dayal� teknik modelleme süreçlerinin ç�kt�lar�d�r. Böylece mant�kl� olmak, di§er bir deyi³le, akla
yatk�nl�k rasyonel olman�n yans�mas� olarak da yorumlanabilir.

Tarihsel olarak rasyonaliteyi uhrevi olandan dünyevi olana geçi³ sürecinin somutla³m�³ hali
olarak ifade etmek mümkündür. Lune (2010), 16.yy'da ba³layan ve 19. yüzy�l�n sonunda bask�n
hale gelen modernizm dü³ünce sisteminin temel dinamiklerini bu minvalde izah etmektedir.
Modernizme göre dünyan�n de§i³im süreci insan müdahalesi ile ³ekillendirilebilir ve yönlen-
dirilebilir. Dolay�s�yla, pozitif bilimdeki geli³melerin verdi§i imkanlar do§adaki olaylar�n izah
edilebilir olmas�n� sa§lam�³t�r.Wagner (2012), insan akl�n�n kapasitesinin dünyay� izah edebilir
olmas�n�n modernizm ak�m�n�n önde gelen dü³ünürlerinin ön kabulü oldu§unu ifade etmektedir.
Pozitivist yakla³�m, meta�zi§in yerinin felsefe oldu§una, felsefenin de bilim d�³�nda kald�§�na
göre bilim tan�m�na giren bir ara³t�rma alan�n�n felsefeyle ba§lar�n� koparmas� gerekti§ini ka-
bul etmektedir (Sargut, 2012). �zah edilebilirlik varsay�m�na göre `bütün' (tümel nicelik), onu
olu³turan parçalar�n i³levleri ve aralar�ndaki ba§lant�lar incelenerek anla³�labilir. Neden-sonuç
ili³kilerine vak�f olunmas� sayesinde bütünün davran�³lar� tahmin edilebilir ve iyile³tirilebilir.
Böylece, aksayan parça kolayl�kla tespit edilerek yenisi ile de§i³tirilebilir. Bütünün parçalar�n
toplam�ndan ibaret olu³u ile ilgili farkl� bir örne§i psikoloji bilim disiplininde de görebilmek-
teyiz. Psikoloji bilim disiplini için önemli say�lan bir isim olan ve yap�salc�l�k okulunun da
kurucusu kabul edilen Wilhelm Wundt, psikolojinin asli i³inin insan bilincini tahlil etmek oldu-
§unu ve insan bilincinin ise t�pk� anatomide oldu§u gibi parçalara ayr�larak temel birimlerinin
incelenebilece§ini ileri sürmü³tür (Sheldrake, 2003).

Yönetim dü³üncesinin ve örgütsel çal�³malar�n kabul gören bir bilimsel disiplin olarak ken-
dilerine yer bulmas� da bilimin ve rasyonalizmin dü³ünsel ç�kt�lar üzerinde mutlak belirleyici
oldu§u modernist döneme denk gelmektedir (Tsoukas ve Cummings, 1997). Yönetim dü³ün-
cesinin somut olarak bilimsel görünürlük kazand�§� 18. yüzy�l ve devam�ndaki tarihsel süreçte
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resmiyet kazanmas� için hakim dü³ünce ak�m� olan modernizme uyum sa§lamaktan ba³ka seçe-
ne§i olmad�§�n� dü³ünmek hatal� olmayacakt�r (Cohen, 1994). Bu dönemde yönetim ve örgütsel
konular�n irdeleni³inde makina metaforunun ön plana ç�kt�§� görülmektedir. Morgan (2006) ör-
gütsel imgeleri farkl� türdeki deyim aktar�mlar� ile ortaya koydu§u `Images of Organization' adl�
eserinde örgütlerin makina ile e³ alg�lanmas�n�n kökünü Smith (1776)'in `Wealth of Nations'da
çerçevesini çizdi§i 'i³ bölümü'ne kadar dayand�§�n� ve makinalar�n yayg�nla³mas� ile onlara ben-
zeme arzusunun güçlendi§ini belirtmi³, Prusya imparatoru Frederick döneminde (1740-1786)
ordunun standart parçalardan olu³an etkin bir mekanizmaya dönü³türülme sürecinin ba³ar�ya
ula³mas�n�n sa§lad�§� ilham�n da etkili olabilece§ini vurgulam�³t�r.

Babbage (1832/1971), on bin adetten fazla satan ve muhtemelen ilk en çok satan yönetim
kitab� olan `On the Economy of Machinery and Manufactures' Clutterbuck ve Crainer (1990)
adl� eserinde i³ bölümünün önemini, el i³çili§inin makinalarca ikame edilmesinin gere§ini ve
planlama vurgusunu ön plana ç�karmaktad�r (Sheldrake, 2003); (Morgan, 2006). Babbage'�n
ça§da³�, bir do§a felsefesi ve kimya profesörü olan Ure (1835) ise yaz�lar�nda bilim sayesinde
örgütlerin insan�n key�yetinden kurtularak otomatik bir mekanizman�n himayesine girebilecek-
lerini ifade etmektedir. Ure (1835)'e göre üretim, bünyesinde birçok düzensizlikler bar�nd�ran
insan�n el becerisinden muaf hale gelerek bir çocu§un bile kolayl�kla gözetimi alt�nda sürebilecek
öz düzenleme yetene§ine sahip bir makinaya dönü³türülmü³ örgütler (i³letmeler) taraf�ndan
yap�lmal�d�r. �steksiz ve umars�z olan insan faktörünün i³ görmede bu tür zaa�ar�ndan ar�na-
bilece§i ve kendisini öngörülebilir bir düzenin parças� olarak görebilece§i ³ekilde e§itime tabi
tutulmas� hayati önem ta³�maktad�r. Ure ve Babbage'�n çal�³malar� Taylor (1911)'in 'Bilimsel
Yönetim' yakla³�m�n� geli³tirmesine zemin haz�rlam�³t�r. Taylor, i³bölümü ve uzmanla³man�n
bir i³in ö§renilmesi için gerekli zaman� azaltaca§�n� ve i³çinin becerilerini en üst seviyeye ç�ka-
raca§�n� öne sürmü³, bu iki kavram� adeta Bilimsel Yönetim anlay�³�n�n kalbine oturtmu³tur
(Leblebici, 2008). Böylece, rasyonel olma ve mant�kl� olmay� modernist varsay�mlar alt�nda dü-
³ünürsek, örgütlerin bir makina olarak kabul edilmesi mant�kl�d�r, zira insan�n çok de§i³kenli
ve öngörülebilir olmaktan uzak bir varl�k olu³u bilimsel bir vaka oldu§undan rasyoneldir.

Bu noktada, modernist dü³üncenin çal�³an alg�s�n� McGregor (2006)'in ilk bask�s� 1960 y�-
l�nda gerçekle³en `The Human Side of Enterprise' adl� eserinde ortaya koydu§u ve yönetimde
motivasyon kuramlar� aras�nda hat�r� say�l�r bir yere sahip olan X ve Y Kuramlar�'n� anarak
irdelemek yerinde olacakt�r. McGregor (2006)'e göre her yönetsel karar ve hareketin ard�nda
insan do§as�na yönelik tutum ve varsay�mlar�n büyük önemi vard�r. Buradan hareketle X Ku-
ram� (Theory X) üç ana varsay�mdan meydana gelmektedir. Birincisi, ortalama insan�n i³ten ve
çal�³maktan kaç�nma e§ilimidir. Bu nedenle, çal�³mas� için zorlanmal�, sevk edilmeli ve kendini
i³e yeterince veremedi§i tespit edildi§inde ise bunun bedelini ödemelidir. �nsan sevk edilmek
ister, sorumluluktan kaçar, h�rsl� de§ildir ve güvenlik ihtiyac� di§er her ihtiyac�n�n önündedir.
Y Kuram� (Theory Y) ise X Kuram�'ndan tamamen farkl� olarak çal�³man�n bir insani ih-
tiyaç oldu§unu kabul eder. �nsan�n kendini i³ine vermesi için zorlanmas� ve bedel ödetilmesi
yerine hede�erini benimsemesi yeterlidir. Böylece, öz denetim ve öz yönlendirme yapabilecek-
tir. Ortalama insan uygun ko³ullar sa§land�§�nda ö§renmek ister ve sorumluluktan kaç�nmak
bir yana, üstlenme e§ilimindedir. Yönetsel uygulamalara nüfuz etmesi 1980'li y�llar� bulan bu
yakla³�mdaki `X Kuram�' varsay�mlar�n�n Charles Babbage, Andrew Ure ve devam�nda Frede-
rick W.Taylor'�n yakla³�mlar�nda hakim oldu§u görülebilmektedir. Üçünün de yakla³�mlar�nda
çal�³anlar�n sevk edilmelerinin, sürekli denetim alt�nda tutulmalar�n�n ve verimi yetersiz bulu-
nan�n süratle tespit edilerek ikame edilebilmelerinin gere§i vurgulanmaktad�r. �nsanlar örgütsel
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makinadaki bir parça olarak tan�mlanmaktad�r.
Modernist dü³ünce, t�pk� bir makinada olabildi§i gibi, sosyal sistemlerin müdahaleye aç�k

olmas�ndan hareketle insan� bir de§i³im etmeni (agent) olarak tan�mlanmaktad�r. Bu, kendi
kaderini çizebilme demektir. �zah edilebilen her ³ey tahmin edilebilir. Tahmin edebildi§imiz sü-
rece de denge halini muhafaza edebiliriz. Dengenin muhafazas� ve bozuldu§unda tan�mlanm�³
denge parametrelerine h�zla geri dönülebilmesi modernist dü³ünce ak�m�n�n önem verdi§i bir
husustur. Sistem, bu dü³ünce ak�m�n�n belirleyici bir kavram�d�r. Bütünü olu³turan bile³en-
ler (kompozisyon), bu bile³enlerin birbirleri ile nas�l ba§land�§� (yap�) ve bile³enlerin bütünü
dengede tutabilecek biçimde etkile³ime nas�l girdikleri (örgüt) hayati önemdedir (Merali ve
Allen, 2011). Teknoloji ve rasyonalite ideolojisi modern Bat�l� i³letme örgütlenmelerinde süreç-
lerin standart hale getirilmesini, hareketlerin me³ruiyetinin izah edilebilir olmas�n�, nas�l karar
verilece§inin belirgin ve ö§retilebilir olmas�n� sa§lar (March, 2008).

�ekil 1: Modernist Dü³üncenin Üç Boyutu (McAuley, Duberley ve Johnson, 2007)

Örgüt ve yönetim alan�nda yap�lagelmi³ çal�³malar�n anlaml� hale gelebilmesi için ³u üç
sorunun yan�tlanmas� gerekmektedir. Birincisi, örgüt nedir? �kincisi, örgütleri yönetebilmek
için ne tür bilgiye ihtiyaç vard�r? Üçüncüsü ise, örgütsel olay ve süreçlerle ile ilgili nas�l hareket
etmek gerekir? (Tsoukas ve Cummings, 1997). Birinci soru ontoloji ile, ikincisi epistemoloji ile,
üçüncüsü ise praksiyoloji ile ilintilidir. Modernist dü³üncenin bu üç boyutu aras�ndaki ili³ki
�ekil (1)'de ortaya konmaktad�r.

Dünya, hakk�nda sahip oldu§umuz bilgi düzeyi yükseldikçe insan hakimiyetine daha fazla
giren bir sistem olarak görüldü§ünde (Parker, 1992) belirlili§e ne kadar k�ymet verildi§i anla³�l-
maktad�r. Nitekim, deterministik sistemlerin en önemli özelli§i neden-sonuç ili³kilerinin bilini-
yor olmas�ndan hareketle sistemin yönelece§i durumun tahmin edilebilir olmas�, yani belirliliktir
(Baransel, 1993). Mekanistik örgütlerin ba³l�ca özellikleri aras�nda ileri derecede i³ bölümü ve
uzmanla³man�n olmas�, her görev ve i³levle ilgili yetki, yükümlülük ve yöntemlerin net olarak
tan�mlanm�³ olmas�, görev ve rolleri yerine getiren ki³ilerin ana odak noktas�n�n i³lerini belirlen-
mi³ yöntemleri izleyerek ve hakk�yla yerine getirmek olmas�, hiyerar³ik düzene tabi olunmas�,
hiyerar³ide üst katmanlar�nda do§ru karar verme olana§�n�n artt�§� yönündeki kanaatin güçlü
olmas� gibi unsurlar say�labilir (Baransel, 1993).

Hiyerar³inin örgütsel tasar�m olarak rolünün vurgulanmas�nda yarar vard�r. Tahmin edile-
bilirlik, h�z, mu§lakl�ktan sak�nma, örgüt içi bilginin ne oldu§u ve ona nas�l ula³�laca§�n�n bi-
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linmesi, türde³lik, key�yetten kaç�nma, çat�³ma ve sürtünmenin olu³mas�na imkan verilmemesi
gibi modernist örgüt ve yönetim dü³üncesinin vazgeçilmez bile³enleri ancak kat� bir hiyerar³ik
yap�lanman�n tesisi ile mümkün k�l�nabilir (Höp�, 2015). Leavitt (2005) hiyerar³ik örgütlenme
tipinin, hakk�ndaki olumsuz tutuma kar³�n, varl�§�n� günümüze kadar sürdürmü³ olmas�n�n bu
yap�lanma türünün kendine özgü avantajlar�ndan kaynakland�§�n� ileri sürmektedir. Leavitt
(2005)'e göre hiyerar³i, insanlar�n aidiyet duygusunu ve statü art�rmaya imkan verdi§i için
psikolojik ihtiyaçlar�n tatmin etmekte, insanlar�n dünyadaki konumlar�n� tan�mlayabilmelerini
sa§lamakta, her ne kadar da özde bir yan�lsama olsa da, güvenlik ihtiyac�n� gidermektedir. Mo-
dernist örgüt ve yönetim kuramlar� aç�s�ndan ise hiyerar³i, düzen, denetim ve gelece§in tasar�m�
için gerekli rasyonel stratejik planlama için elzem bir yap�lanma ³eklidir.

Elit yönetim s�n�f�n�n varl�§� da modernist örgüt ve yönetim kuramlar�n�n bile³enlerinden bi-
ridir. Sanayi devriminin yönetici talebini art�rmas�, mikro düzeyde yöneticiler grubunun, makro
düzeyde ise yöneticiler s�n�f�n�n do§mas�na yol açm�³t�r (Baransel, 1993). �³letmelerin artan i³
hacmine ba§l� olarak büyümesi ile ayr�³an sahiplik ve yöneticilik (vekalet) modernist dü³ünce
ak�m�n�n etkisinde ³ekillenen klasik yönetim kuramlar�nda kuvvetli bir s�n�f olarak vurgulan-
maktad�r. Bunun nedeni, yöneticilerin sahip olduklar� yüksek e§itimin verdi§i donan�mla veriyi
bilimsel olarak tahlil etme ve i³ süreçlerinde etkinli§i art�rma kabiliyetine sahip olmalar�d�r.
Teknik kabiliyet vurgusunun bu kadar yo§un olmas� yönetici s�n�f�n�n mühendislik e§itimin-
den gelenlerden olu³mas� sonucunu do§urmu³tur. Amerika Birle³ik Devletleri'nde 1880 y�l�nda
kurulan American Society of Mechanical Engineers (Amerikan Makina Mühendisleri Derne§i)
bilimsel yönetimin do§u³unda ve yayg�nla³mas�nda önemli roller üstlenmi³tir (Baransel, 1993).

De§i³imin kaç�n�lmaz oldu§u gerçe§ini kabul eden modernist yönetim dü³üncesi enformas-
yon miktar�n�n ve ak�³ h�z�n�n artt�§� böylesi dönemlerde de denge halinin korunabilmesi için
mühendislik bazl� yöntemler geli³tirmeye gayret etmi³tir. Örgüt de§i³im sürecinden geçerken
d�³ çevreden örgüte do§ru akan ve bünyede akan enformasyonun denetim alt�nda tutulmas� ge-
re§inden hareketle sibernetik sistem kullan�³l� bir yap� olarak ön plana ç�kar�lm�³t�r (McAuley,
Duberley, ve Johnson, 2007). Sibernetik, kontrol ve e³güdüme odaklanarak örgüt tasar�m� para-
digmas�n�n olu³mas�na zemin haz�rlam�³t�r (Merali ve Allen, 2011). 20. yüzy�l�n ilk dönemlerinde
beliren sibernetik hareketinin en önemli katk�s�, performans�n ayarlanabilmesi için sistem bile-
³enleri aras�nda geribildirim döngüleri kavram�n� ortaya ç�karmas�d�r (Merali ve Allen, 2011).
Stacey (2001) sibernetik sistem kuram�n� ana hatlar� ile betimlemi³tir. Sibernetik sistem in-
san faaliyetinin kontrolünü amaçlayan bir mühendislik �kridir. Yönetsel kararlar�n al�nmas�nda
enformasyon ak�³�n�n önemi artsa da temel vurgu örgütün bir makina olu³udur. Enformas-
yon payla³�m�ndan insanlar aras� ileti³im kast edilmemektedir. Örgüt içi geribildirim döngüleri
do§ru tasarland�klar�nda öz denetim ve öz ayarlama mümkün olur. Geribildirim döngüleri da-
iresel formda çal�³�rlar. Çal�³anlar, yanl�³ giden bir ³eylerle ilgili yöneticileri ile enformasyon
payla³t�klar�nda, i³lerin daha etkili nas�l görülebilece§i yönünde yöneticilerin de kendilerine en-
formasyon sa§layaca§� beklentisini ta³�rlar. Enformasyon ak�³� s�k� denetim alt�nda oldu§undan
örgüt içerisinde olan biten her ³ey için kesin bir neden-sonuç ili³kisi oldu§u varsay�l�r. Çevre ile
örgüt aras�nda belirgin bir s�n�r vard�r ve çevre-örgüt temas� öngörülen yönetsel seviyelerden
sa§lan�r. Sibernetik sistem, alt sistemlerde belli bir dozda çat�³maya müsamaha ile bakmakla
birlikte denge halini koruma e§ilimindedir. Sibernetik sistem yakla³�m� her ne kadar piyasalar�n
ve küresel ortam�n artan karma³�kl�k seviyesine cevap verebilmek için ya³ayan sistemler kav-
ram�na do§ru bir ilerleme kaydetmi³ olsa da temeldeki amaç, karma³�kla³an süreçleri kontrol
alt�nda tutmak ve sistem bütünlü§ünü sa§layacak ara yüzler geli³tirmek olmu³tur.
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3 Kat� Halden S�v� Hale Geçi³ ve Interregnum: Do§rusal�n

Terki

�lginçtir ki, sosyal bilimleri hegemonyas� alt�na alan modernist dü³ünce ak�m�n�n etkin bir an-
lamland�rma ve mant�kl� k�lma arac� olan makina metaforu yine bir makinan�n, bilgisayar�n,
20.yüzy�l boyunca kaydetti§i süratli geli³imin ard�ndan i³levsizle³me noktas�na gelmi³ görünü-
yor. 1950'li y�llarda, önce büyük �rmalar�n üretim süreçlerine dahil olan bilgisayarlar 1960'l�
y�llarda ileti³im teknolojisi ile bütünle³ik hale gelerek farkl� bir boyut kazanm�³lar ve günümüzde
insanlar, toplumlar, ülkeler ve pazarlar aras� yöneti³imin dokusunu dönü³türen bir sürecin itici
gücü olmu³lard�r. Bilgisayar�n çekirde§inde yer ald�§� bu devinim Internet'in hayat�n her alan�na
nüfuz etmesi ile küresel bir metamorfoza dönü³mü³tür. Internet devrimi olarak da adland�r�lan
bu metamorfozun karakteristik özelli§i, daha önce görülmemi³ miktarda veri ve enformasyonun,
küresel düzlemde a§ tipi yap�lanma ile birbirine ba§l� aktörler aras�nda gerçek zamanl� olarak
ak�³�d�r (Li, 2007). Peki nas�l oldu da epistemolojisi gere§i veri toplama ve tahlil etme yoluyla
hayat� yorumlamaya dayal� bir dü³ünce sistemi, verinin ve enformasyonun bu kadar elveri³li
oldu§u bir ça§da t�kanma noktas�na geldi? Bilgisayar�n i³ süreçlerinde kullan�m�n�n artmas�
daha fazla i³i daha h�zl� görmemizi (Kelly, 1997) ve yüksek hacimde veri üretimini mümkün k�l-
makla birlikte ortaya ç�kan durum bunun ötesinde bir mana ta³�maktad�r. Günümüzde gelinen
noktada, kar³�l�kl� ba§l� ve ba§�ml� olma durumu a§daki aktörlerin (insanlar, �rmalar, pazarlar,
toplumlar, vs.) her an ileti³im halinde olmalar� demektir. �leti³im kanallar�ndan kesintisiz ve
artan hacimde akan veri ve enformasyonun a§daki her aktör taraf�ndan farkl� yorumlanmas� ve
her bir yorumun bir di§eri ile etkile³ime girerek yeni manalar üretmesi, zamana meydan okuyan
kal�c� tasar�mlar�n art�k mümkün olamayaca§�n� göstermektedir.

Zygmunt Bauman, 2000 y�l�nda ve tüm dünyada yank� uyand�ran `Liquid Times' adl� ese-
rinde kat�lar�n atomik yap�lar� gere§i birbirlerine ba§lanma ³eklinin onlara istikrar ve zama-
n�n etkilerine direnme niteli§i kazand�rd�§�n� ifade etmektedir. Halbuki s�v�lar ak�³kand�r ve
herhangi ³ekle sürekli tabi de§ildirler, dolay�s�yla, zaman ve mekana sabitlenmezler. Kat�lar�n
sahip oldu§u kesin uzaysal boyutlar bir anlamda çarp�³malar�n etkisini s�n�rland�r�r, ki burada
Bauman (2000/2012)'in kast etti§i zaman�n etkisinin nötralize edilebilme yetisidir. Buna kar³�n
s�v�lar�n ³eklini ald�klar� durum anl�kt�r ve ak�³kan olman�n bir sonucu olarak her daim de§i³im
e§ilimindedirler. O yüzden, s�v�lar için as�l olan uzaysal boyutta kaplad�klar� hacimden ziyade
zaman�n seyridir. Ak�³kanl�k �kri kendi içinde türde³lik ve ba§da³�kl�§�n tam kar³�t� nitelikteki
alt kavramlar� içerir (Styhre, 2007). Ak�³kanl�k epistemolojisinin özünde `var olma' durumu de-
§il, `sürekli olma' hali vard�r (James, 1996). `Sürekli olma hali' geçi³ dönemleri, koalisyonlar ve
`olmakta olan ³eyler'i kapsar (Michaels, 2000).

Günümüzde ço§unlu§u yap�land�r�lmam�³, sonu gelmez bir ³ekilde birikmeye devam eden
ve üstel olarak büyüyen büyük veri (big data) gerçe§i ile yüz yüzeyiz (Altun�³�k, 2015). Karar
verirkenki bili³sel k�s�tlar� nedeniyle enformasyonu i³leme kapasitesinin s�n�rl� olmas� nedeniyle
insan�n ancak bir noktaya kadar rasyonel kalabildi§ini (Simon, 1982) göz önüne ald�§�m�zda,
insan tasar�m� mekanik örgütsel yap�lar�n muazzam miktardaki veriyi ve enformasyonu i³lemeye
muktedir olmas� beklenemez. Neden-sonuç ili³kilerinin belirginli§ini yitirdi§i bir küresel ça§da
bütünü parçalara ay�rarak i³leyi³ini anlay�p öngörüde bulunabilmek olanak dahilinde de§ildir.
Öngörü ve tahminde bulunman�n imkans�z oldu§u bir ça§da Tsoukas (2005) aç�k-dünya epis-
temolojisini ileri sürer. Dünya, `olma hali' sürecinde her an farkl� bir ³eye do§ru dönü³mekte
ve gelecek bilinebilir olmaktan uzaktad�r. Örgütleri, tabandan tavana nedensellik ile ³ekillenen
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yap�lar olarak alg�lamak, ak�³kanlar ça§�ndaki örgüt ve yönetim olgular�n�n idrak edilmesine
hizmet edebilir.

Makina metaforunun açmaz�n�n temelinde bilgi birikiminin (örgütsel haf�zan�n) özgün du-
rumlarla ba³ edebilmedeki kifayetsizli§i yatmaktad�r. Ça§�m�z�n önemli dü³ünürlerinden Nassim
Nicholas Taleb, tarihsel süreçlerin akl�m�zdan bile geçmeyen `olas�l�ks�zl�klar' taraf�ndan ³ekil-
lendirildi§ini anlatt�§� `The Black Swan' adl� eserinde, tahmin etmeye odakland�§� için sürekli
modeller geli³tiren ve bu modelleri iyile³tirmeye gayret eden insanl�§�n geçmi³inin hep tahmin
edilememi³ olaylar taraf�ndan ³ekillendirildi§ini ifade etmektedir. Taleb (2007), geçmi³te tüm
gözlem ve ampirik kan�tlar�n ku§ular�n beyaz renkli bir canl� türü oldu§unu ortaya koydu§unu,
ancak Avustralya'n�n ke³�nin ard�ndan siyah ku§unun tespit edilmesi ile tüm bu kan�tlar�n çök-
tü§ünü ifade etmektedir. Eserinin de ismi olan siyah ku§u burada deneyim ve gözleme dayal�
bilgi birikiminin k�r�lganl�§�n� i³aret eden bir deyim aktar�m� olarak kullan�lmaktad�r. Öngörü
s�n�rlar�n�n tamamen ötesinde ve etkisi itibariyle geri dönü³ü mümkün olmayan sonuçlara yol
açan olaylar�n ³ekillendirdi§i bir ça§da do§rusal�n (linear) terki kaç�n�lmaz olsa da as�l soru
³udur: Do§rusal dü³ünce tarz� ne ile ikame edilecektir?

Bauman (2000/2012) bu soruyu i³aret ederek bir `interregnum'dan geçti§imizi ifade etmekte
ve ça§�m�z� kat� halden s�v� hale geçi³ metaforu ile betimlemektedir. `Interregnum', bugüne ka-
darki bilgi birikiminin ve geçmi³ten intikal etmi³ i³ görme yöntemlerinin, insanl�§�n mevcut
³artlar�na cevap vermedi§i, lakin yeni ko³ullar�n ortaya ç�kard�§� durumlar ile nas�l ba³ edilebi-
lece§inin de henüz belirlenip hayata geçirilemedi§i bir dönemi anlatmaktad�r. Bir anlamda kat�
halden ak�³kan hale geçi³in sanc�lar�n�n ya³and�§� bir dönemdir. Do§rusal�n (linear), do§rusal
olmayan (nonlinear) ile ikamesi günümüzdeki sosyal bilimler ve elbette örgütsel yönetim alan�n-
daki çal�³malarda gittikçe artan bir e§ilim olarak gözlemlenebilmektedir. Meiss (1995), do§rusal
olmama (nonlinear) durumunu matematiksel fonksiyonlar�n içerdi§i de§i³kenler aras� ili³kilerin,
beklenenden farkl� sonuçlar üretmesi olarak anlat�r. Cebirdeki do§rusall�k f(x+y) = f(x)+f(y)
ve f(ax) = af(x) özelliklerine sahip iken do§rusal olmayan kapsam�nda `f ', `x' ve `y' girdileri-
nin oransal olarak önerdi§inin d�³�nda bir de§ere sahip olabilece§ini vurgular. Bir di§er deyi³le
ç�kt�lar, sistemdeki girdilerden beklenen katk� ve etkiler ile orant�l� de§illerdir (Cutright, 1997).

Goldstein, Hazy, ve Lichtenstein (2010)'in ekoloji biliminden yakla³�mlar geli³tirdikleri çal�³-
malar�nda kulland�klar� `ekoloji' metaforu Bauman (2000/2012)'in te³his etti§i `interregnum'da
örgüt ve yönetim çal�³malar�nda pusula i³levi üstlenebilece§ini söylemek hatal� olmayacakt�r.
Ekolojiler kompleks sistemlerdir ve bu sistemler için geçerli olan bütünün toplamdan farkl� ol-
mas�, kendi kendisini örgütleme, türbülans, endüksiyon, evrim, tabandan tavana nedensellik,
adaptif ³ebekeler (a§lar), tersine çevrilemezlik ve denge halinden uzak olma gibi kavramlar�n
i³lerlik kazand�§� sistemlerdir (Eren, 2015). Ekolojileri do§rusal tahlil ile inceleyebilme olana§�
bulunmamaktad�r. Goldstein, Hazy, ve Lichtenstein (2010) ekolojierin yedi temel özelli§inden
hareketle bu metaforun örgütsel yönetim ve liderlik çal�³malar�na rehberlik edebilece§ini öne
sürmü³lerdir.

Bu özelliklerden ilki ekolojilerin farkl�l�klardan olu³an sistemler olmas�d�r. Bir ekolojinin
komplekslik derecesi, bar�nd�rd�§� çe³itlilik miktar�, bu çe³itlili§i olu³turan farkl� türlerin bir-
birleri ile ili³kileri ve girdikleri etkile³imin kuvvetine ba§l�d�r. Tam bu noktada `etkile³im' ke-
limesinin (interaction) önemini vurgulamak yerinde olacakt�r. Kompleks sistemler dengenin
stati§inden uzak dinamik sistemlerdir ve sabit kurallara göre i³lemeyip daimi olarak evrilir-
ler (Maguire, Allen, ve McKelvey, 2011). Evrimin merkezinde ise etkile³im vard�r. Etkile³im
do§rusal olmayan (nonlinear) sistemlerde hayati öneme sahip bir kavramd�r. Etkile³im, bütün
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içerisinde ba§lant�l� tüm etmenlerin zamanla birbirlerinin içeri§ini nitel olarak de§i³tirmesi de-
mektir. Evrim tamamland�§�nda ortaya ç�kan yeni durumu (ki buna yeni bütün de diyebiliriz)
olu³turan etmenlerin tamam� öz benliklerini geri dönülmez olarak yitirmi³lerdir.

Goldstein, Hazy, ve Lichtenstein (2010)'in bahsetti§i ikinci özellik ise ekolojilerde çoktü-
relli§in (heterogeneity) uyumun kayna§� olu³udur. Farkl�l�klar mikro düzeyde düzensizlik ve
dalgalanma yaratarak yeni biçimlerin olu³mas� için zemin haz�rlar. Örgütsel ba§lamda farkl�l�§�
`yorum farklar�' olarak dü³ünmek yerinde olacakt�r. Nitekim yorum farklar� deneyim ile birle-
³erek örgütsel dokuya özgün örtük bilgi (tacit knowlege) taban�n� geni³letirler. Farkl� bilgi ve
yorumlara sahip bireylerin etkile³ime girmesi, her birinin tek ba³�na ba³arabilece§inin ötesinde
ba³ar� göstermesini sa§layarak örgütün özgünlük geli³tirebilme yetene§ini art�racakt�r(Cohen
ve Levinthall, 1990).

Üçüncü özellik, ekolojilerin etkile³im halindeki ekosistemlerin ili³ki a§�n�n toplam� olu³udur.
Her alt sistem, hayati öneme sahip kaynaklar�n (bilgi) farkl� bile³en kompozisyonlar�nda ve
miktarlarda akt�§� bu a§daki ba§lant�lar�n kesi³ti§i bir noktad�r. Öyle ki, a§ genelindeki bu
ak�³kanl�k bir süre sonra tüm alt sistemleri öz tan�m olarak da di§erlerine ba§�ml� hale getirir.
Yukar�da bahsi geçen `kar³�l�kl� ba§l� ve ba§�ml�' olunan küresel ortam tan�mlamas�n�, kompleks
sistemlerdeki bu niteli§in bir yans�mas� olarak görmek mümkündür.

Dördüncü özellik ekosistemlerin `etkile³im rezonans�' gerektirmesidir. Ekolojiyi olu³turan a§
genelinde akan ve payla³�lan kaynaklar içerik olarak ne kadar zengin ise etkile³im rezonans� da
o denli güçlü olur ve özgün sorunlara h�zla uyum sa§lama kabiliyeti artar. Etkile³im rezonans�,
ekolojideki alt sistemler aras�ndaki ili³kilerin korunmas� ve beslenmesi ile güçlenebilecektir.

Be³inci özellik ise e³-evrim kavram�d�r. Alt sistemlerin birbiri ile rekabet ederek baz�lar�n�n
hayatta kalmas� ya da bir alt sistemin di§erini tüketmesi yerine simbiyotik ili³kiler kurarak
birlikte e³-evrim geçirmeleri durumunu tasvir etmektedir.

Alt�nc� özellik, dengeden uzak olma halidir. Ekolojilerde basmakal�p bir tabir olan `do§a-
n�n dengesi' söz konusu de§ildir. Dengeden uzak olma hali tüm alt sistemlerin beklenmedik
ko³ullarla kar³�la³t�klar�nda onlara di§er alt sistemlerle ili³ki içerisinde uyum sa§layabilece§i
kabiliyetler geli³tirebilmeleri için gereklidir. Öngörülebilirli§in oldu§u bir ortamda yeni kabili-
yetler geli³tirilemeyece§i için beklenmeyen geli³meler y�k�c� olabilmektedir.

Goldstein, Hazy, ve Lichtenstein (2010) ekoloji metaforuna dayanarak bahsetti§i son özellik
ise ekosistemlerin birçok farkl� seviyede var olmas�d�r. Örne§in, bir orman, küresel ekolojideki
bir alt sistem olmas�na kar³�n ba³l� ba³�na da bir ekosistemdir. Ayn� ³ekilde ormandaki sinek-
ler, mantarlar, ku³lar ve saymakla adeta bitmeyecek birçok tür, ekolojik bütünün bir parças�
olmakla birlikte, kendi içlerinde birer ekosistemdir. Bu durumun, haliyle, `makina ve parçalar�'
yakla³�m� ile hiçbir benzer yan� bulunmamaktad�r. Ekolojik bütünü olu³turan alt sistemlerin iç
içe geçmi³ ili³kileri ve bu ili³kilerin mümkün k�ld�§� etkile³im nedeniyle sürekli e³-evrim geçir-
meleri söz konusudur.

Bauman (2000/2012)'in süreksizli§e at�fta bulundu§u `interregnum' dönemi Goldstein, Hazy,
ve Lichtenstein (2010) ekoloji metaforu ve bunun üzerine in³a edildi§i kompleksite yakla³�m� ile
son bulabilir mi? Özellikle son birkaç on y�lda örgüt ve yönetim alan�ndaki çal�³malar incelendi-
§inde belirsizlik ve dengesizlik ortam�nda hayatta kalabilmek ve rekabet edebilmek için sürekli
yeni kabiliyetler kazanabilen örgütsel yap�lar�n gereklili§ine vurgu yap�ld�§� dikkat çekmektedir.
Modernist dü³ünce sistemi, örgüt kavram�n� rasyonel ilkeler esas al�narak yap�land�r�lm�³, ön-
görülebilir, düzene dayal�, sürekli denetim alt�nda, ölçülebilir performans ölçütlerini planlanan
stratejik güzergahta ilerleyerek elde edebilen yap�lar olarak tan�mlam�³t�. Ontolojik varsay�mlar
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bunlar olunca epistemolojik ve praksiyolojik içerik de buna uygun olarak ³ekillenmi³ti. Günü-
müzde ça§�n gerçeklerinden hareketle ³ekillenen dü³ünsel süreçler örgütsel ontolojinin de§i³imini
gerekli k�lmaktad�r.

Örgütleri bir sosyal etkile³im a§� olarak yeniden tan�mlad�§�m�zda yukar�da bahsi geçen
kompleksite ilkelerini kapsayan ekolojiler için geçerli olan unsurlar�n örgütlere de uyarlanabile-
ce§ini varsayabiliriz. �³letme bir a§ olarak dü³ünüldü§ünde asl�nda her departman bir ekosistem
ve her bir çal�³an ise bu a§daki bir ba§lant� noktas� olarak konumland�r�labilir. A§da (i³letmede)
akan hayati kaynak ise bilgidir (knowledge). Enformasyon daha önce kar³�la³�lmam�³ ve bu ne-
denle de örnek al�nabilecek bir uygulama bulunmayan özgün durumlara çare için kullan�ld�§�nda
bilgiye dönü³ür. Bilgi özgün durumlara (sorunlara) kar³� kullan�labilen, örgüt tarihi boyunca
ya³anm�³ say�s�z deneyim ve perspekti�erin toplam�n�n içinde var olan ve örgüt içi tüm sos-
yal ba§larda gömülü olan bir kaynakt�r (Nagel, 2014). Beklenmedik geli³melerle ve buhranlarla
kar³�la³t�§�nda özgün çözümler üretebilen bir örgüt olabilmek için sürekli bilgi yaratabilen bir
sosyal ileti³im ba§lam�n�n (context) tesis edilmesi gerekmektedir. Ortam sa§lay�c�l�k ile örgüt
içi mikro topluluklar aras�ndaki ileti³imi muhafaza eden ve besleyen do§ru ba§lam�n (right con-
text) yarat�lmas� kastedilmektedir, ki Krogh, Ichijo, ve Nonaka (2000) bu ortam� `ba' olarak
adland�rmaktad�rlar. `Ba' bilginin yarat�lmas� için elzem olan payla³�lm�³ uzaya atfen kullan�-
lan bir kavram olup `etkile³im a§�' olarak tasvir edilmektedir. Etkile³im için gerekli ileti³imin
mutlaka �ziksel s�n�rlar� belirlenmi³ bir ortamda yüz yüze gerçekle³mesi gerekmemektedir. `Ba'
�ziksel, elektronik ve zihinsel tüm uzaysal boyutlar�n birle³tirildi§i bir aland�r. Krogh, Ichijo, ve
Nonaka (2000)'e göre bilgi, dinamik, ili³kisel ve insana eylemlerine dayal� oldu§undan mutlak
hakikatten ziyade olay, ko³ul ve dahil olan insanlara ba§l� olarak dokusal özgünlük içerir. `Ba'
özü itibariyle bir bilgi uzay�d�r ve örgütsel sosyal etkile³imin tüm ürünler bu uzayda gömülüdür.
Stacey (2001) örgüt içi bilgi konusuna evrimsel bir bak�³ aç�s� ile yakla³�r ve bilgiyi `anlam' (me-
aning) olarak tan�mlar. Anlam, ancak insanlar aras� ileti³im a§�nda harmanlanabilir. �leti³im
kesintisiz oldu§unda bunun yol açt�§� sosyal etkile³im sürekli yeni anlamlar üreterek bunlar�
harekete yans�tacakt�r.

4 Sonuç

1990'l� y�llarda veri ve enformasyonun örgütlere (i³letmelere) h�zla akmaya ba³lamas�yla birlikte
bunun yarataca§� avantajlarla ilgili büyük beklentiler yarat�ld�. Yüksek hacimdeki bu veri ve
enformasyonun i³letmelerin de§i³en piyasa ko³ullar�na uyum sa§layabilmesine imkan vermesi
bir yana, onlara piyasalar� ³ekillendirme gücü verece§i yönünde bir alg� hakim oldu. Internet'le
birlikte ortaya ç�kan kar³�l�kl� ba§�ml�l�§�n, küresel sistemi nereye ta³�yaca§� idrak edilemedi.
Internet, web siteleri üzerinden al�³veri³ yap�lmas�na imkan veren bir ara yüz gibi dü³ünüldü.
1990'l� ve 2000'li y�llarda ya³anan bir çok iktisadi, etik ve yönetsel sars�nt�lar, tahmin, he-
saplama, modelleme gibi rasyonel yöntemlerin siyah ku§ular dünyas�nda bizi çaresiz b�rakt�§�
gerçe§iyle yüzle³memize neden oldu.

Dünyan�n ücra bir yerindeki üreticinin ald�§� karar�n, co§ra� olarak ilintisiz bir bölgedeki
pazar� umulmad�k ölçüde etkileyebilece§i görüldü. Türbülans ve volatilite gibi kelimelerin i³
süreçleri için ola§an olmas�, ³oklara dirençli olmay� anlams�zla³t�rmaktad�r. Sars�nt�lardan ha-
sar almadan ç�kmak modernist dönemin geçmi³teki tahayyülünden ibaret bir hedef olarak gö-
rülmektedir. Taleb (2012), düzensizlikten kazançl� ç�kma kavram�n� i³ledi§i `Antifragile' adl�
eserinde, sars�nt�lar kar³�s�nda esneyebilen (³oku so§urabilen), kendini h�zla iyile³tirebilen ve
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uyum sa§layabilen örgütsel yap�lardan bahsetmek için bile art�k geç oldu§unu vurgulamakta-
d�r. Yeni ça§�n örgütsel yap�lar�n�n yüzle³tikleri her nitel olarak benzersiz örüntüden tekamül
ederek ç�kabilmesi gerekmektedir.

Bir örnekle anlatmak gerekirse, seyir halindeki bir arac�n kar³�s�na bir duvar ç�kt�§�nda bu-
nun birkaç sonucu olabilir. Bu benzetimde arac� örgüt ve duvar� ise aniden beliren bir sars�nt�
ya da özgün ve büyük bir sorun olarak dü³ünebiliriz. Birinci seçenek, araç duvara çarpar ve
onar�lamaz hasar al�r. �kinci seçenek, araç duvara çarpar ancak sa§laml�§� nedeniyle onar�la-
bilir bir hasar ile atlatabilir. Üçüncü seçenekte, araç öyle sa§lamd�r ki duvar� delip geçebilir.
Dördüncü seçenekte ise araç öyle esnek bir malzemeden üretilmi³ olabilir ki çarpt�§�nda müthi³
esneyerek darbeyi so§urur ve eski ³ekline geri döner. Ya da, araç duvar�n içinden geçip gider.
Böylece hasar almad�§� gibi içinden geçti§inin de tüm bilgisini kendisine katarak ilerler.

Yukar�da bahsedilen ve ça§�m�z�n dü³ünsel süreçlerine nüfuz eden kavramlara olan ra§bet
artmakla birlikte riski hesaplama, riski yönetme ve riskten kaç�nma gibi rasyonel olma arzusun-
dan kaynaklanan ve art�k ö§renilmi³ çaresizli§e dönü³mü³ saplant�lar `interregnum'un uzama-
s�na sebep olmaktad�r. Duvar�n içinden geçebilen yap�lara do§ru evrilmek ak�³kanlar ça§�nda
bir tercih de§ildir.

Ancak evrim sürecinde herhangi bir türün kendisine biraz daha zaman talep etme ³ans�
olmad�§� gibi günümüzün i³letmelerinin haz�rl�k süresi talep etme imkanlar� bulunmamaktad�r.
�³letme yönetim zihniyetinin, modernizmin hayaletinden kurtularak i³letmeleri bir sosyal etki-
le³im a§�na dönü³türmeleri ve bu yolla dokusal özgünlü§ü olan bilgi üreterek rekabetçi avantaj
yaratmalar� zorunludur. Örgütlerin, küresel i³letmecilik ekolojisinin tabi oldu§u evrimin etki-
sinde olduklar� kadar, onu ³ekillendirebilecek kadar da aktif olmalar� gerekmektedir. Akan bir
nehirden al�nan numune, nehrin sadece numunenin al�nd�§� noktadaki ve andaki durumu hak-
k�nda bilgi sa§lar. Numunenin al�nd�§� an art�k hiçbir ³ey ayn� de§ildir. Al�nan numunenin in-
celenmesi ile nehre dair yap�lan tahmin bo³a ç�kmaya mahkumdur. Ak�³kanlar ça§�n�n do§rusal
olmayan dünyas�nda örgüt ve yönetim çal�³malar�ndaki ontolojik ve epistemolojik dönü³ümün
gere§i de nehrin ayn� nehir olmad�§�n� idrak etmekte yatmaktad�r.
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Abstract

The Impasse of the Machine Metaphor in Organization and Management:

Ontological and Epistemological Rejuvenation during Interregnum

Ahmet Hakan Yüksel

The modernist stream of thought, which is built on Newtonian Paradigm, embraces a mecha-
nistic ontology that is linked with a mechanistic epistemology and an instrumental praxeology
leading to the emergence of the assumption that organizations should be treated as machines.
The in�uential re�ection of this view had been palpable. During the theory development process
starting from 19th century, dominant assumptions such as equilibrium-seeking as an ultimate
rational behavior, predictability of the ends by the deterministic analysis of the means and the
whole being a sum of its parts shaped the very essence of the managerial thought. However,
given the current level of global interdependence and interconnectedness major events could be
triggered by the �ap of a butter�y's wing. In an age of �uidity, where the amount of data be-
ing produced and shared has reached an unprecedented magnitude, the interaction among the
agents pave the way to the emergence of qualitatively distinct phenomenon. This conceptual
paper intends to diagnose the need to replace the prolonged assumptions that reigned thro-
ughout the history of organizational studies by the ones extracted from complexity thinking,
which might serve as the kernel of the new organizational and managerial studies in the future.

Keywords: Organizational Management, Complexity Thinking, Nonlinear Systems, Mo-
dernism, Fluidity, Innovation.
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